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Woodworker’s Journey

Aside from my wife and three daughters, two things occupy my mind—writing and 

woodworking. Both pursuits share a major attribute in that each involves the process 

of beginning work with little more than an idea. From there, you assemble your material, play 

with different structures, then refine everything to an acceptable form. When you are done, 

the product is something that is uniquely your own—something you’ve struggled with from 

start to finish.

More than anything else, I love to see a project through from start to finish. In today’s 

world there are no longer many things made that way. Most people own just a small part of 

the whole. As a result, they are less and less satisfied in their work.

The creative bias grew in me from an early age. My father was a fine artist who would pack 

our car with tenting gear and announce we were going on a “business trip” along the Maine 

coast. Peninsula after peninsula brought new scenes of drama where the sea met the land, 

and the surf pounded the rocks. After studying the view, he sketched the scene and played 

with color schemes, taking in the reality of what he’d observed before breaking it all down into 

semi-abstract shapes. Influencing his artistic prism were other artists he admired. He loved 

member profile

The shop sign is two by six feet and I 
carved the letters, applied gold leaf and 
painted the rest of it by hand.
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how Japanese artists created block prints with bold, black shapes that 

brought a clarity to the whole.

There was always sheer joy in creation. Once, upon entering his 

studio, he exuberantly exclaimed, “Look at this! See what I’ve done 

here.” He developed a technical mastery of watercolor and his own, 

unique style. His paintings sold well enough to keep the family fed. As 

his reputation grew, his work found its way into many museums and 

collections and he was voted into the National Academy of Design.

I think of his struggles often as I’m sitting alone in my workshop, 

working toward creating my own style and perfecting my technique. 

A newspaper and magazine writer for about 20 years, woodworking 

was something I did on the side. When we left Manhattan and moved 

back to Maine, we bought an old farmhouse. We did most of the 

renovation on that house. I did a lot of carpentry and other necessary 

tasks, but one of the things I enjoyed the most was designing and 

building the kitchen. Woodworking was under my skin.

Not many years after that, business drew us to Boston and we 

settled in the coastal town of Newburyport, MA. Then, about five 

years ago, I decided I wanted to focus more on woodworking. As I 

started this new journey, I considered attending a program such as 

one at North Bennett Street School in Boston. My wife and I visited 

and considered that. Appealing as it was, I decided against the time 

and expense, instead building upon what I already knew through my 

journalistic investigative skills and the occasional course.

I’ve taken about five courses. One winter I took a carving class 

taught by Phil Lowe at his school in Beverly, MA. It was a super course 

that met weekly and Phil graciously extended it at the group’s request 

to extend over the whole winter. During the course I met Dilek Barlas, 

a carving fanatic who has become a good friend.

I moved my turning skills along the curve through a week-long 

course at the Wood Turning School in Damariscotta, ME. The following 

year, in one of the best decisions ever, I took a two-week finishing 

course with Teri Masaschi at the Center for Furniture Craftsmanship 

in Rockport, ME. Masaschi’s course was an eye-opener in the way she 

explained finishing from the basics to the complex. I left agreeing 

with the notion that too many woodworkers miss some great visual 

opportunities by using one finishing recipe for everything they build. 

There are wonderful glazes and other products that can be fiddled 

with until a satisfactory finish is discovered. I continue to experiment 

in this area on top of the solid foundation Masaschi provided.

Then Dilek suggested to a group of us who were meeting 

regularly to carve every week, that we take a road trip to a carving 

class taught by the accomplished carver Mary May. It was quite an 

idea, being that the course was at Roy Underhill’s school down in 

Entry doors were designed and built for a mill in Amesbury, MA, that is 
powered entirely by solar panels. The owner asked that “Solar Mill” be 
carved on the doors and that there be a sun theme to the doors. Made of 
sipo mahogany, the doors were finished with multiple coats of Waterlox 
Marine Finish. Letters and sun ray carvings painted with yellow 
exterior oil paint.

Chess table, cherry, maple and quarter-sawn walnut veneer, with Dutch 
legs. 30-1/4˝ high, top 30˝ x 30˝. Shellac with varnish top coat.
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North Carolina. Roy, as down-to-earth in real life as he seems on his 

long-running PBS show, was a gracious host and made some good 

natured jokes at the northerner’s expense. Mary May, who learned 

carving in England, was a fabulous teacher of both ball and claw and 

acanthus leaf carving.

An added bonus on the trip were two stops. The first at Winterthur 

Museum for a guided tour of Federal furniture and the second at 

Monticello, where we viewed Thomas Jefferson’s interesting furniture 

collection.

Early in this journey I decided that I wouldn’t rush to specialize 

in any one type of woodworking, but would instead try to perfect 

basic skills across the spectrum. It turned out to be a daunting task. I 

learned how to machine-cut dovetails, then hand-cut dovetails; do 

Federal period stringing, inlay and marquetry; do hammer veneering 

and vacuum press veneering; do basic shellac work, french polishing, 

lacquer and hand-rubbed oils; how to do relief and three-dimensional 

carving; to turn spindles and bowls; learn to do segmented turning; 

work with dry wood and work with green wood; sketch designs by 

hand and using the computer-assisted drawing program Sketchup; 

work in solid wood and work with laminated wood. The list could go 

on.

Along the way, I’ve learned much from friends in the Guild and in 

the Society of American Period Furniture Makers (SAPFM). At a day-

long seminar last fall in Newport, RI, Dilek and I peppered renowned 

author and expert Brock Jobe about various pieces of furniture in 

the Hunter House as he brought us behind the ropes and began 

pulling out drawers from an antique highboy. We saw first-hand how 

some Federal builders took shortcuts like gluing and nailing drawer 

bottoms with no thought to wood movement. Even the great masters 

had shortcomings. 

Through the Guild I’ve learned a lot from many who share their 

skills. Most recently, as a member of the Period Furnituremakers’ 

subgroup ongoing project, I’ve enjoyed watching Allan Breed as he 

skillfully reproduces a John Townsend document box. And, I met 

many Guild members during my time as editor of The Old Saw and as 

a member of the Guild’s Steering Committee. And of course, through 

the fine sessions that both groups offer to share experience and ideas.

When I started my intense focus on woodworking, I had a shop in 

my garage. Then three years ago I moved to a space in an old, brick, 

carriage mill in Amesbury. Then, late 

last year, I moved it back across 

the Merrimack River to a post 

and beam barn about a 

mile from home. The 

shop grew a bit in the 

process.

One thing I know for certain, is that 

no matter how much I learn, no matter 

how proficient I become with hand tools, 

there will always be more to know and 

do. Woodworking is an infinitely variable, 

creative activity. Just as my father did, I look 

forward to every new day as an opportunity 

to experiment with design and form. 

Federal-era lolling chairs, mahogany primary wood with poplar 
secondary wood. Lacquer finish. Coffee table in cherry with holly,  
sand-shaded oval, shellac, varnish topcoat, hand-rubbed top.

Music stand—walnut, shellac 
and wax.

Tray with shell handles, yellow water-based dye, shellac, 
brown glaze, shellac, varnish topcoat.
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To better understand why Windsors were so revolutionary, let’s 
first talk about the other way of making chairs. It is certainly 

the older way. The first recorded use of this method is the ancient 
Greek Klysmos chair, a form that was developed by the 5th century 
B.C. Women depicted on Grecian urns and Attic vases are often 
shown sitting in this type of chair. The method of construction 
used to make a Klysmos had probably been around a long time 
before ancient Greece. For us, the important point is that while 
Windsor construction has been around for centuries, the other 
has been used for millennia.

In the other, older method of chair construction the rear legs 
are also part of the back, as the rear legs continue up to create 
the stiles. Thus, the chair’s back and undercarriage are a single 
unit. Ladder backs and all the formal style chairs—Chippendale, 
Queen Anne, etc.—used this method. So did those awful Shaker 
chairs made by those vile and treacherous Shaker chairmakers.

The chair back is framed by those two stiles. They create two 
strong vertical lines, around which the chair has to be designed. 
There are no alternatives. Make a chair this way and you have to 
deal with those stiles.

The stiles have to be held together by a horizontal element that 
keeps them from separating. In a cabinetmaker chair, a shaped 

crest rail is secured to the stiles with 
mortise and tenon joints. On a 
ladder back type chair the top slat is 
generally pinned to prevent the stiles 
from separating.

In this earlier method of chair 
construction, there is a void, a space 
between the stiles. This void is filled 
with some element that conforms 
to the sitter’s back. Cabinetmakers 
generally used a vertical splat, which 
is curved to the shape of the human 
spine. In a ladder back, the space 
between the stiles is filled with 
concave slats.

In this first method of chair 
construction the seat is an open, four-
sided frame. Like the back, this void, 
too has to be filled with something 
comfortable. Cabinetmaker chairs 

are usually upholstered. An upholstered seat is essentially a 
cushion that conforms to the shape of the sitter’s backside. A 
ladder back chair seat is usually woven from a material called rush. 
Traditional rush was the long leaf of the cattail, a water plant that 
grows abundantly in marshes. The leaves are twisted into a rope 
and woven to create a concave seat. Hickory splint was used for 
chair seating, as was cane. The Shakers used woven cloth tape.

This older method of chair construction has a major problem. 
The four-sided seat frame is joined to the legs, and each of these 
joints is a weak spot. If the legs separate, the chair will break at one 
of those places. Rotational forces created by a shifting, squirming 
human being will eventually wear out the joints.

Over the centuries, cabinetmakers and chairmakers using 
this method of chair construction have usually added a stretcher 
system to their chairs to protect these weak points. These stretcher 
systems (H, box or other) all served the same critical purpose. 
They hold the legs together and keep them from separating. If 
they do separate the chair will break at one of those four weak 
points as surely as the sun rises in the morning.

This first method of construction also suffers from other 
constraints that limit comfort. First, the seat has to be parallel to 
the floor. Second, the amount of cant to the back is limited by 
the grain in the leg/stile. The more the back cants, the more the 
stile is cut across the grain and the weaker the chair. So, this type 
of chair holds the sitter’s thighs parallel to the floor with his back 
bolt upright. While your mother would be proud of your posture, 
you are not comfortable.

Shaker chairmakers tried to find a way around the problem of 

Windsors as a  
Revolutionary Form

by Mike Dunbar
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an upright back by canting the entire leg/stile. While this solution 
created some recline to the back, it moved the pivot point (the 
ends of the rear legs on which the chair tips) under the sitter’s 
center of gravity. You don’t have to be a Windsor chairmaker to 
know how dumb that is.

Now that you understand the first method, let’s contrast it with 
Windsor construction. The Windsor chair’s solid wooden seat is 
the truly revolutionary development. There are so many diverse 
styles of Windsor chairs that what we call Windsor is really a 
method of construction developed around a solid wooden seat.

The identity of the guy who came up with this idea is lost 
to history. We only know he was working in England sometime 
around 1700. We can be pretty sure he was a trained chairmaker.

The solid wooden seat was revolutionary because it divided a 
chair into two separate systems—the under carriage and the back. 
The solid seat not only served to support the sitter, it provided 
a strong, reliable anchor for the two systems. Unlike the other 
method of construction, neither of these systems is weak, and 
they do not require protection.

Dividing the chair into two systems made possible a host of 
new possibilities in design. First, chairmakers were no longer 
forced to design around those two strong vertical lines created 
by leg/stiles. They were free to design chairs in ways that had 
not been heretofore possible. They could use bent bows, or crests 
perched on top of long spindles. Of course, stiles remained an 
option for a Windsor chairmaker. They occur in fan back arm and 
side chairs, and all the 19th century Sheraton period Windsors.

The solid seat also created a revolution in chair construction 
and joinery. In the older method, the chair is weak where the legs 
are connected to a seat frame. Windsors are strongest at this point. 

Hardwood legs are secured with locking tapers into a softwood 
seat nearly 2˝ thick.

The older method of construction relied on rigid parts to resist 
the sitter’s weight and the stresses created by the sitter’s movement. 
Those stresses eventually tear apart the joints. A Windsor chair 
back is flexible. It is a web of flexible parts woven into a unit. My 
analogy is a suspension bridge. A suspension bridge too, is strong 
because it is a tough web of flexible parts.

A suspension bridge has to be anchored on the ends with 
concrete piers. So does a Windsor chair back. The back is anchored 
to the solid wooden seat by the stumps and short spindles.

New joints were developed to take advantage of the solid 
wooden seat. The faceted drive-fit tenon on the ends of the 
flexible long spindles is perhaps the most permanent joint in 
woodworking. The locking taper mentioned above locks the legs 
into the seat, creating a powerful, reliable joint.

While the locking taper is not permanent, it is renewable. 
This concept of joint as that which re-tightens itself was and 
remains, revolutionary in woodworking. The same applies to 
joints in compression, that is parts that push others apart rather 
than holding them together. They are a Windsor chairmaking 
technique and have no counterpart in furniture construction.

Windsor construction made possible a revolution in chair 
comfort. Because the leg/seat joints are so strong, the seat does 
not have to be parallel to the floor. It can be canted so it is higher 
in the front than in the back. This is a much more comfortable 
placement.

Because the back does not depend on stiles cut out of wood, 
there is no concern for creating weakness by cutting across grain. 
This means that Windsor chair backs can be canted more to allow 
the sitter to recline in a more comfortable position. The stumps 
and the drive fit tenons are so strong, a Windsor chair back is 
more than capable of supporting the weight of a reclining torso.

Besides serving as an anchor, the solid wood seat is thick 
enough to be deeply saddled. Its carved concave upper surface is 
body conforming, also adding to the sitter’s comfort.

All these improvements in chairmaking, made possible by the 
solid wooden seat, created the revolution in seating that we call 
Windsor chairs.

The Windsor revolution is not over just because Windsor chairs have 
been around on this continent for 250 years. The revolution goes 
on because making a Windsor chair takes much of the knowledge 
woodworkers have learned from television, magazines, books and 
shop class and stands it on its head.

Most furniture can be successfully reproduced from a drawing. 
A draftsman can put down on paper all the information you 
need to make a bed, a table or a cabinet. Windsors are different. 
Being made by hand, each Windsor has slight variations. This 
means we rely on what we call chairmaker measurements. These 
are measurements that may have to be varied slightly, as the 
chair’s strength and appearance takes precedence over a mere 
measurement.

Many of the measurements we use come not from a drawing, 
but from the chair itself. In this way, Windsor chairmaking is 
similar to boat building and cooperage. Windsor chairmaking is 
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quite different from cabinetmaking and furniture making. In fact 
it is revolutionarily different.

Our reliance on chairmaker measurements that we take from 
the chair means our work requires judgment. In fact, Windsor 
chairmaking is a process of continuous decision making. As I tell 
sack back classes the first day—The answer to most of the questions 
you will ask is ‘It depends.’ The chair is a balance between strength, 
comfort and its appearance. You need to find and achieve that 
balance, and doing it usually depends on weighing all factors.

Most of woodworking is left brained. To illustrate this, I tell 
students to imagine TV personality Norm Abrams showing his 
viewers how to make a table. First he cuts four legs. He sets up 
and repeats the operation until done. Then, he cuts four pieces 
of apron. He sets up and repeats the operation until done. And 
so forth until all the components are prepared. Norm’s method 
is rational and sequential. It involves the left brain. Windsor 
chairmaking relies on judgment. It uses the right brain.

Over my 28 years of teaching, I have watched student after 
student infected with the Windsor bug—the love of these chairs 
and the desire to make more of them. My theory is that having 
lived all our lives in a left brained world, we find it exhilarating to 
use our right brain. We want to do it over and over. We want to be 
more than a cog in a machine. We enjoy being creative.

Right brained woodworking is not the end of the revolutionary 
nature of Windsor chairs. The woodworking techniques we 
Windsor chairmakers use challenge what everyone else knows 
about woodworking. For example, a Windsor undercarriage is 
put together with what we call a wet fit. I tell students that when 
they do this, their palms will sweat. They will hyperventilate. They 
will experience angina. Every other woodworking project is dry 
assembled and tested before it is glued up. However, our rule is to 
drill a hole, swab it with glue, assemble and test. If the joint passes 
the test, the assembly is set aside while we drill the next hole.

Assembling a Windsor undercarriage moves in one direction—
forward. We never backup unless we have made a mistake. 

Because we are testing, we find mistakes right away. However, all 
our preliminary work makes that pretty rare.

Perhaps the most revolutionary concept a 21st century 
woodworker has to wrestle with when contemplating a Windsor 
chair is the relationship of the chair to its finish. For most 
woodworkers, finish is an after thought. When the project is 
completed and standing on the work bench the woodworker poses 
to himself the question, Lacquer, or oil? Notice the assumption is 
a clear finish. What woodworker would cover the “natural beauty 
of the wood?”

Windsors look the way they look because they were going to 
be painted. The color green preceded the form. Windsors were 
intended to be painted green and used in the garden or on the 
porch. There are two revolutionary ideas here. First, that a piece 
of furniture would be painted. Second, that the finish came first. 
Coming before the form, the opaque finish determined what the 
piece would look like.

Knowing that the piece of furniture you are making will be 
painted channels you in a direction that is alien to 21st century 
woodworkers. To illustrate the point, I tell students that as an 
exercise I am going to give you an assignment. You are to design 
and execute a piece of furniture. It can be anything you want. You 
have total freedom—except for one thing. When you are done 
you will paint the piece green.

Look what I have done to you. The obligatory finish has 
channeled your decision making. Figure (the beautiful patterns 
in wood that we all love) is out the window. Since the wood will 
be covered, you will not rely on figure. It would be a waste of 
expensive wood. Furthermore, the figure that makes some wood 
nice to look at also makes it difficult to work. It is not reasonable 
to use a hard-to-work, figured wood and then paint it.

Instead, Windsor chairmakers were steered by the opaque 
finish to design with the element of line. Few woodworkers 
today understand the use of line. I am using the word in a very 
different way than the person who exclaims, I just love the clean 

T he Windsor Institute is dedicated to the advancement of 

windsor chairmaking. Say the words windsor chair and most 

people immediately think of Mike Dunbar—for a good reason. 

Mike is the pioneer who started the windsor revival by resurrecting 

handmade chairmaking, a craft that had been dead for 150 years—

www.thewindsorinstitute.com.

Mike Dunbar’s Windsor Institute is located in Hampton, NH
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Reclaimed lumbeR—I use a lot of reclaimed 

lumber which does have hidden nails. Is there a 

good way to find them?— John Davey

Bob Oswald replies: A popular and pretty 
successful tool is the Lumber Wizard, 

about $150 retail, sold at Woodcraft, 
Rockler, etc.

cold molded WindsoR chaiR seat—How 

does one cold mold a windsor style chair seat? 

How thick could the veneers be?—Anon

Peter Breu replies: I formed a seat that 
much resembles a Windsor seat a few 

months ago using 7 layers of thick (1/20˝ 
each) veneer. I used a vacuum bag with a 
male mold on the bottom and only a foam 
mat on top and got very good, repeatable 
results. I used urea-formaldahyde glue so 
the final seat is very strong. It is about 5/16˝ 
thick and is supported on four sides by the 
chair frame. This however, is not at all how 
a Windsor seat is supported and I don’t 
imagine it possible to put legs directly into 
a seat like this.

Making a formed seat thicker than this 
would be very challenging as the veneers 
would most likely rip or wrinkle if they 
were much thicker. With a male and 
female mold and steam you might well be 
able to mold more layers, but that would 
be quite an undertaking!

tempeRed oR non-tempeRed Glass—I 

am building a desk and want to sandwich 

glass between two wooden ends. Should I 

use tempered or non-tempered glass? What 

thickness? How to attach glass in wood 

sandwich (glass panel in frame)?—Anon

Dave Frechette replies: If you go to a 
glass dealer with your measurements 

and with the weight you want the glass 
to hold, they will tell you what to buy. I 
would suggest that the wooden ends be 
about twice the thickness of the glass with 
a space routed out for the glass to rest in. 
The more glass that is in the routed section, 
the stronger the joint. 

I am not an engineer so there are no 
guarantees, but I built a coffee table using 
about the ratios below and it is solid.

For instance, if I were making a six 
foot long desk and using 1/2˝ glass, I would 
make each end of two pieces of 1/2˝ or 3/4˝ 
plywood about 11/2 feet long with a 1/4˝ 
deep routed section the width of the glass 
and extending into the end piece about a 
15˝. I would caulk inside the routing on 
both pieces, lay the glass in and glue the 
pieces together, repeating the process on 
the other end. The more glass that is inside 
the wood, the more stability of the center 
exposed glass. 

You can then veneer or treat the 
plywood anyway you want. If you are 
veneering, you might want to veneer the 
edges that will butt up to the glass before 
the glue up. You also might want to color 
the routed plywood near the edges so that 
the white will not show when the joint is 
examined.

Myrl Phelps replies: I’m no expert, but, I 
don’t think that you can use tempered 

glass in a horizontal application. I believe 
it will break. And if I needed to use an 
adhesive to connect it to wood I would 
use silicone.

Bob Oswald replies: First, in a desk or 
table application, I would highly 

recommend tempered glass. Tempering 
creates balanced internal stresses which 
cause the glass, when broken, to crumble 
into small granular chunks instead of 
splintering into jagged shards. The granular 
chunks are less likely to cause injury.

Tempered glass is commonly used 
in vehicle windows, shower doors, 
architectural glass doors and tables.

 Thickness is best recommended 
by glass manufacturers. A table would 
be subject to someone leaning on it or 
dropping an object, possibly heavy, from 
an unknown height with high impact 
load possibility. Single strength which 
is 1/16˝—definitely not. Double strength, 
1/8˝, might be ok for a small contact area 
perhaps 12˝ in the narrowest dimension. 
Safest would be 1/4˝ tempered glass for the 
typical table application. For a commercial 
coffee table, a glass top would be 3/4˝ thick 
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although probably more for appearance 
than strength.

One attachment would be to set the 
glass into a rabbet with no hold-downs. 
Another would be to insert it into a groove 
cut with a tongue and groove type bit. 
Replacement might be a problem however.

I’ve built a couple of living room 
end tables using 1/4˝ tempered glass with 
beveled edges. The glass is simply resting 
in a rabbet, cut close on the sides to 
minimize glass movement, dust collection 
and better appearance. The best cutting 
option is to make the table top and take it 
to the glass shop. You’ll get a better, tighter 
fit if you let them take responsibility for 
the size. I have a heavy table lamp on this 
top and have no reservations about the 
strength.

Bob LaCivita replies: In NH building 
code any glass below 21˝ from the 

floor must be tempered. Your desk does 
not need to comply with building code 
but I feel the 21˝ rule is worth sticking 
to. The benefits of tempered glass is safety. 
Tempered glass can take a significant blow 
before it shatters. I would recommend a 
minimum of 1/4˝. 

Brooks Tanner replies: Use of glass is 
dependent upon the load expected in 

use. Permissible load limits are specified as 
pounds per square foot between supports. 
Load carrying capability is a steep curve, 
and is not a straight line ability. As an 
example, in 1/2˝ glass if the distance 
between supports is 2 feet, the load 
capability is 81 lb. per square foot. Extend 

that to 5 feet between supports, and the 
load is diminished to 7 lb. per square foot. 
Using tempered will increase the strength 
by a multiple of approx. four (permissible 
load x4).

Tempered glass is stronger in blows to 
the face, however the edge is fragile. An 
accidental blow to the edge will leave you 
with many small cubes of glass all over 
your floor. The plus is the safety factor 
in not having a large shard to lacerate. I 
have found that 1/2˝ plus glass gives a richer, 
more substantial look. 

If any of the edges are to be exposed, 
have the glass factory polished or sanded. 
Glass that is sanded or polished at a 
local glassier is less than adequate for 
any reasonable project (local is not a 
commercial or factory supplier). I have 
used many shops both large and small and 
now only order factory edges.

I have found silicon to be the best 
adhesive for glass to wood or metal. It 
provides a bond that will allow movement 
of the substrate without breaking. Use 
of the black silicon will give a nice 
transition from the glass to the wood or 
metal. I recommend the wood be finished 
before the silicon is applied. This allows 
you to clean up excess silicon without 
penetration into any of the pores, and 
leaves a crisp pencil line transition. Be 
sure to use sufficient silicon to smoothly 
cover the entire interior surface of the joint 
since this surface will be visible through 
the glass.

best chisel—What is the best brand of 

chisel?—Brooks Tanner

garrett hack replies: Just as with 
women, there are some who like 

blondes, others red heads—it’s all about 
personal preference. The steel in most 
modern chisels is going to be fine; the 
real differences come in how the steel is 
heat treated and the refinement of the 
blade’s shape such as the flatness of the 
back for one. Beyond that some handles 
might appeal to you more, or the shape of 
the blade, the tool’s length or its balance. 
Some fancy alloy chisels might hold an 
edge longer, but common tool steel takes 

a keen edge and sharpens quickly. A safe 
choice is to go with a known maker such as 
Lie-Nielsen or Ashley Iles. Japanese chisels 
are very different from our western designs, 
but generally well made and worth a look.

Mryl Phelps replies: When it comes to 
carving tools, Pfiel (Swiss made) are 

deemed the best. On the flip side I have 
bought their straight chisels and do not 
care for them, they are too brittle, take a 
long time to sharpen and chip easily.

Joe Barry replies: It depends on how you 
work and what you want it for.
I have a couple of lovely (and expensive) 

Japanese chisels that are easily the sharpest 
tools I own. It is a very hard steel. The 
downside is that with that hardness 
comes brittleness. When I first got them I 
learned the hard way that I could not cut 
and pry the chip with them. The prying 
would snap off the edge. In fact, my largest 
Japanese chisel is missing a corner to this 
day from when my ex-wife used it to open 
a can of paint—and, no, that is not why I 
divorced her!

My beater or everyday chisel is a set of 
blue plastic handled Marples Blue Chip 
chisels that I got 40 years ago. They’re 
good enough for that kind of work.

My favorite for fine work are made 
by Lie-Nielson. I’m not thrilled by the 
handles but love their ability to take 
and hold a sharp edge when working in 
hardwoods.

polishinG VaRnish—Can you rub out or 

polish a non-poly long-oil varnish?—Ken Zahn

Peter Breu replies: Yes you can, but you 
must be very patient and allow the 

varnish to thoroughly dry (it might be 
several weeks!). I did this on a table top 
and the results were great. I used very fine 
wet sandpapers followed by rottenstone.

planteR—To build a planter, what is the best 

most weather/water resistant wood besides 

cedar?—Hugh Gardner

Terry Moore replies: Teak. But it is 
expensive! 

Ask The Old Saw
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December 3, 2011

Tom McLaughlin hosted the second 
session on our wall hung tool cabinet 

project in December. He opened the 
meeting expressing his excitement about 
the project and the fact that he was getting 
some traction on it. This became clear 
throughout the session because it was clear 
he had done a lot of work and was able to 
enter cooking school mode with two tool 

cabinets so that he could show the group 
a process and then immediately show the 
result without having to wait for glue to 
dry or many dovetails to be cut.

Tom discussed some of the reasons for 
the design of this cabinet, especially that 
it is not a travel chest and that items in 
it should be easily grabbed and therefore 
not buried by other items. Others may 

wish to change the design to meet their 
own desires. Also he reflected on the fact 
that the design should be very useable but 
show craftsmanship. 

He had planned to use white birch 
until he realized he did not have any 
and, rather than buy some, he looked 
at his stock and found some oak dating 
from his time with Pug Moore in North 

DeceMber 3, 2011 & February 4, 2012 
at McLaughLin WooDs in canterbury, nh

photos by Jim seroskie

Beginner & Intermediate Group

by Dave Frechette

Making a  
Wall Hung Tool Cabinet

Parts 2 & 3
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Subgroup Spotlight

Carolina. Due to some storage issues, it 
had acquired some attractive spalting and 
seemed a good choice for the top, bottom 
and sides of the project. 

The back is to be some 3/4˝ cherry 
plywood that was on hand. The panels for 
the doors will be 1/2˝ Baltic birch veneered 
with cherry on the inside and oak on the 
outside. The cherry veneer was on hand. 
The oak veneer is to be made from the 
same lumber as the sides.

Dovetails—The first instructional session 
was on dovetailing. The top and bottom 
of the box are dovetailed to the sides. The 
keys to dovetailing are accurate marking 
and cutting to the marks. 

The first order of business is to decide 
the size and placement of the through 
dovetails. The dovetails on the sides of 
the box will be half dovetails and the 
dovetail where the top will be cut off from 
the body of the box must be 1/8˝ wider to 
accommodate the kerf. The width of the 
boards are currently 113/8˝. When the cut 
is made, it will leave a width of 21/4˝ for 
the door and 9˝ for the body. Because the 
door panel is a little over 1/2˝ thick, there 
will be about 13/4˝ of space inside the door. 
Because the back panel is about 3/4˝ thick 

and set back 3/4˝, there will be about 71/2˝ 
of space inside the box. This conforms to 
the space a #5 plane requires when leaning 
against the back of the box.

The first dovetail measurement is the 
small width of the pin. Although this is 
arbitrary, Tom decided to use a 1/2˝ chisel 
to do the chopping so the width was set 
at just over 1/2˝—so 9/16˝. Three of the 
dovetails are predetermined by the design 
of the piece—the two half dovetails on 
each end and the dovetail at the junction 
of the top and body of the cabinet. The 
half dovetails need to be a little wider 
to be esthetically pleasing and to keep 
their strength and will be 7/16˝ essentially 
cutting off the angle on the outside. The 
junction dovetail will be cut through 
when the top is removed so it needs an 
extra 1/8˝ (the kerf ) and will be 11/16˝. 
The next step is to locate the remaining 
dovetails. If one wants a lot of dovetails, 
one can put another in the door section 
but Tom is opting not to do this. The 
measurement from the center of the door 
dovetails is about 21/4˝. Dividing this into 
the 9 inches of the body equals 4 so there 
should be four tails—three more pins in 
the body side of the boards.

Tom made a full size drawing of the 

joint which also showed the location of 
the front and back panels and the kerf 
between the door and body of the cabinet. 
He then drew in the dovetails. He decided 
that a 1:5 slope would be appropriate 
although he could have used up to a 1:8 
slope. He has a marking tool that allowed 
him to transfer the slope to the drawing 
by just tracing it. He then transferred 
the dovetail drawing to a piece of thin 
plywood. Were he doing a large number of 
similar joints, he would have cut the lines 
on a band saw so he could trace them but 
in this case, he just brought the measuring 
stick to the boards and transferred the 
information when he was ready.

To prepare the board for cutting 
the dovetails, he got all the lumber 
dimensioned and put a mark on the 
outside face in the upper outer corner. This 
included the two sides, the top, bottom 

Tom started the February session by showing us one of the 

finished banquette chairs. The laminations in the chair rail were 

not visible and we could see the inside construction of the back as 

the upholstery was not yet on. Viewed from the back, we saw thin 

mahogany ship lapped with a natural edge. In fact what we were 

seeing were pieces of bendy board with mahogany veneer that had 

been cut on one edge following the grain and then sanded to give 

clapboard like profile before being glued to the ribs. An ebony line 

was inserted on the edges. In fact, the veneered board did not always 

cooperate by bending down to the ribs but Tom compensated for 

that with a little construction adhesive over the middle ribs, which 

filled the gaps.
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and the two pieces that will be used later 
to box in the panel in the doors. He then 
used a marking gauge to scribe a line 
on the end of the board at the depth he 
wished to cut the dovetails. This depth was 
just a little over the thickness of the board 
to be joined. The mark is slightly oversized 
so that the ends can be planed down for 
a perfectly smooth joint. The knife in the 
marking gauge was set so that the bevel 
faced the end of the board giving a crisp 
90° angle to later rest a chisel in. When 
scribing, his attention was on keeping 
the block of the gauge tightly against the 
end of the board. Several light passes were 

done to get the depth rather then a heavy 
one. He scribed all four sides of each end 
of the boards.

Following this, he brought his 
measuring stick to the boards and made 
a dot in the scribed line everywhere a cut 
intersected it. He then put some marks 
on the board to ensure that the dovetail 
lines would go on the correct angle and 
the joint would be successful. He then 
used his dovetail gauge to draw the lines 
for cutting and brought the lines over the 
end with a square. The waste areas were 
marked.

The board was clamped in the bench 
and a square was used to ascertain it was 
square to the surface. This is automatic 
for Tom who is able to cut straight down 
without drawing lines. In this case, he 
was following the dovetail lines so he 
was cutting on an angle. He cut all 
similar angles then reversed and cut all 
the opposing angles. This is easier then 
switching and helps keep the angles 
consistent.

When cutting the saw is held loosely 
and little pressure is applied allowing the 
saw to follow it’s course through the wood. 
If the angle is off, the cut is completed and 
the error corrected with a chisel.

Once the angle cuts are done, the waste 
needs to be removed. This can be done 
with a coping saw or entirely with a chisel, 
but because this wood is hard and thick, 
Tom elected to do it with a band saw. 
The first cuts went to the corners then he 
nibbled away the center. The object is to 
remove most but not all the wood and not 
to go onto the scribed line. The board is 
then laid on the bench and the remaining 
wood is removed with a chisel—first one 
side to one half the thickness and then the 
other. The last cut on each side starts with 
the chisel in the scribed line and removes 
the last 1/32˝ of material.

After the tails are done, the board to 
be joined is put in the vise with the end 
level with the top of the thickness of the 
finished board. Another board is put 
on the bench to hold the finished board 
level and the finished board is lined up 
so the depth of the tails are aligned with 
the inside edge of the next board. There 
should be a slight overhang of the end 
of the finished board. Using a marking 
knife, the edges of the tails are traced 

onto the unfinished board. These will 
outline the pins. The knife is held with the 
non-bevel side against the cut edges and 
moved lightly and repetitively. Once all 
the scribes were done, the finished board 
was removed and the scribe lines were 
darkened with a fine pencil to make them 
easier to see. The waste area was marked. 
The board was raised in the clamp, squared 
and reclamped and Tom made his vertical 
cuts without further drawing. A less 
experienced woodworker may want to use 
a square to bring the lines down to the 
scribed area. After making the cuts, the 
work was again taken to the band saw to 
remove the waste. It is important to have 
the wide side of the pins up so that the 
wide side is not cut off. The procedure is 
otherwise the same as before.

Once most of the waste is removed, 
the board is returned to the bench and the 
remaining waste is removed as it was before. 
The board is checked for any problems and 
then the joint is tried. It should be tight 
but should go together without difficulty. 
Remember there will be some swelling 
when the glue is applied.

Tips

1 Want to see what the project 
will look like when finished? 
Brush a little paint thinner 
on. It will evaporate without 
doing any harm to the wood.

2 Use urea glue for laminations 
where you do not want the 
wood to move once the 
clamping is off. It is rigid 
when dry.

3 Use hot glue to assemble 
models.

4 If bubbles appear after 
gluing, heat the area with 
an iron and roll down. It will 
crackle but it will stick.
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Veneer—After a break, Tom discussed 
veneering the piece. To make the oak 
veneer, two pieces of lumber were cut to 
length. They were then ripped down the 
center to get them down to a size that 
could be resawn. Care was taken to mark 
them throughout the process to keep the 
appropriate pieces together. After resawing 
to about a shy 1/8˝, they were sanded on 
a drum sander to about 1/16˝. This is 
considerably thicker than commercial 
veneers.

At this point there were now four 
pieces of wood. In matching pairs, the 
interior sides were run over the jointer and 
then a bead of yellow glue was run on the 
edge and the two pieces were butted up. 
Tom reminded us that the interior part 
3/4˝ of each panel will be cut away as they 
become doors so that should be a design 
consideration for how the veneer will 
be placed. Yellow glue was used and the 
clamping was done with green automotive 
type tape, which has some elasticity. The 
tape was applied to one side of the joint 
and then pulled tight across the joint. This 
was repeated about every five inches. A 
veneer roller was then used to make sure 
neither side of the joint was proud. The 
panel was flipped over and the taping and 
rolling was repeated. The panel was set 
aside to dry.

Eventually a groove will be routed in 
both the panels and the solid pieces to 
accept a spline for the glue up. This groove 
will not continue to the ends of the solid 
piece we will not see it when looking at 
the joints from outside. The front (door) 
panels will be flush with the solid wood 
and the back panel will be inset 3/4˝ to 

allow space for the cleat which allows it to 
hung on the wall. 

Attention then turned to the cheery 
veneer. First the edges are squared using a 
veneer saw and a piece of 3/4˝ MDF about 
6˝ wide and 34˝ long as a straight edge. 
The edges are sawn off to get the desired 
width using multiple light passes of the 
saw. The saw has a bevel so the edge on the 
straight edge side is square but the waste is 
not. Therefore each edge must be cut. This 
veneer is too thin to glue together and will 
be taped on the face side. Thin masking 
tape or veneer tape can be used. Anything 
thicker will cause dents in the veneer from 
the pressure of clamping. Tom prefers 
veneer tape and has made an applicator for 
it. The tape is very thin and must be wet 
to activate the glue. This is done by the 
applicator. The edges are placed together 
and small pieces of tape applied to hold 
them together, then a long piece of tape 
is applied lengthwise so the entire joint is 
taped. 

The baltic birch panel was then cut 
about 1/2˝ oversize (303/4˝ x 33˝). The 

cherry veneer was placed on the bench and 
the panel put on top of it. Using the veneer 
saw, the veneer was trimmed so there was 
about 1/16˝ to 1/8˝ overhang on all four sides. 
The two panels for the door were butted 
and taped together. They did not need to 
be glued as they will be cut later.

A caul (1/4˝ masonite) somewhat 
bigger then the panel was placed on the 
workbench. The cherry veneer was place 
face down on that. The panel was placed 
over it with the side to go against the 
cherry facing up. White glue (longer work 
time) was rolled on making sure that the 
glue was everywhere including the edges 
and there were no puddles. The glue layer 
was thin enough so that the wood grain 
could be seen through it. The panel was 
flipped, lined up with the veneer and put 
down. The other side was then given a coat 
of glue and the oak veneer applied making 
sure the face marks were appropriately 
places. A few pieces of tape were applied 
around the edges to keep things from 
moving laterally. A second caul, just a little 
bigger than the panel and with softened 
corners was placed on top of the pile. The 
entire pile was then moved to the vacuum 
bag, which was closed and suction applied. 
The bag was smoothed as it contracted.

The panel will need an hour or so in the 
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bag and can then be removed. After the 
glue has cured, the tape can be removed. 
In the case of masking tape, a hot iron will 
loosen the glue and it can be pulled off. 
For the veneer tape, a little moisture will 
soak right through the tape and loosen 
the glue and the tape can then be pulled 
off. Alternatively the tape can be scraped 
or sanded off.

February 4, 2012

The third BIG session at Tom 
McLaughlin’s shop dealt with gluing 

up and cutting apart the tool cabinet.
In previous sessions, the top, bottom 

and sides had been prepared from solid 
wood and dovetails cut to join them. Two 
panels were prepared, one of cherry veneer 
(back) and one with cherry veneer on the 
inside and home-made oak veneer on the 
outside (doors).

The frame was dry assembled. 
Squareness was ascertained. A 90° corner 
was located on each panel and from that, 
a second 90° corner was made using the 
table saw. The panels were then measured 
on the diagonal and, if not square, were 
then squared using the jointer. Since they 
were made oversized, there was material 
available to do this. Once absolutely 

square, they were cut to size. To determine 
size, the panel was set with one edge barely 
in the frame and the width was marked 
with a knife on the other side. The same 
procedure was followed for the length.

Prior to the session, Tom found that 
the front panel had cupped. This was most 
likely due to the different thickness of the 
inside and outside veneers. As they dried, 
the thicker veneer pulled the thinner side 
creating the cup. Tom fixed the problem 
by moistening the thick side until the 
panel flattened. 

He told some stories of flattening large 
solid panels by putting them on the lawn 
in the morning. The dew would moisten 
the down side and the sun would dry the 
up side and flatten the panel. The panel 
was placed concave side down. The panels 
had to watched closely otherwise they 
would cup the other way. 

In either case, once the panel was 
corrected, it had to be put somewhere 
where it would be forced to stay flat. 

Tom chose to use splines to attach 
the panels rather then rabbets, grooves or 
dados. The front panel needed to be flush 
while the back is inset to allow room for 
the French cleat. The grooves were cut on 
each edge of the panel with the three-wing 
1/8˝ cutter bit in the router table. This was 

done for both panels and then a groove 
was cut on the front edge of the four 
frame pieces. On the sides, if the groove 
did not stop in a space between pins, it 
was stopped so it would not show from 
the outside. The same was true for the top 
and bottom. Also the groove was stopped 
in the middle so there would be no groove 
showing when the doors were open.

To make a stopped groove, a mark was 
placed where the groove was to stop or 
start on the outside of the board where it 
would be visible to the operator. A piece 
of tape was attached to the router table 
on the operator’s side away from the bit 
and near where the outer edge of the work 
piece would run. A line was drawn that 
showed the entry and exit points for the 
bit. When starting a groove the entry line 
was lined up with the line on the work 
piece, which was then pushed into the bit 
with a firm grip. Similarly, at the end of 
the cut, the piece was pulled from the bit 
when the exit line lined up with the work 
piece line. 

After all the grooves on the panels and 
the fronts of the frames were cut, the bit 
was raise 3/4˝ to cut the grooves on the 
backs of the frame pieces allowing for the 
French cleat indentation.

Splines were then cut from solid wood 
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1/8˝ thick. There were 6 long and 4 short 
to fit in the respective grooves. The splines 
should go easily into the grooves and not 
need to be forced. If too tight, adjustment 
during glue up will not be possible. Prior 
to glue up, the splines were glued into the 
panels. In this case the splines were cut 
with the grain parallel to the length. This 
is not as strong as cutting across the grain 
but will be ample for this use. Once the 
glue was dry, the edges of the splines were 
chamfered to allow an easy fit during glue 
up. 

Glue Up—Then came the moment of 
truth—the glue up. A test run was done 
dry. This is a two-person job. One person 
starts by applying a dab of glue on the side 
of each pin on a board and passes off to a 
second who brushes them out to coat the 
sides. The boards go back and forth until 
all pins and tails have glue brushed out. 
Then a thin bead is put in all the grooves. 
Glue was also placed on the face of the 
tails. The two panels are set in the bottom 
grooves with the correct side down and 
out. This is easy to tell because they were 
all marked. Following this the top is put 
on and the panels are lined up to the edge 
of the dovetails. First one side and then 
the other are pushed on and tapped home 
with a mallet. Because the panels have been 
squared, there is not much worry that the 
assembly will be square. Once everything 
is square, the assembly is clamped to hold 
everything together. 

White glue used because it has a longer 
open time then yellow. In addition it was 
watered down slightly to make it flow more 

easily. This, if carried to extreme, might 
cause wood swelling to be a problem in 
assembly. Hide glue could have been used 
but although it can be reversed, it does 
gets tacky quickly so its open time is less 
than white glue. Also discussed was the 
use of blue tape to absorb inside squeeze 
out but it would not be necessary here as 
little squeeze out is anticipated.

While the glue dried, the pieces for the 
insides and for the door frame were gotten 
out. These were milled from the same 
lumber as the frames and cut to the same 
length and thickness. They were left wide.

Once the glue was dry, the clamps 
were removed. In this case, Tom had a 
second carcass glued up. The text step was 
to flush up all the joints. The dovetails 
had intentionally been left slightly proud. 
Using an iron miter plane, Tom made 
short work of the corner that he had not 
cleaned up earlier. The iron miter plane is 
essentially a large low angle block plane 
whose weight dampens the vibrations 
caused from planing end grain. He then 
switched to a number five plane to even 
up any variations between the door panel 
and the frame sides. Once these were flush, 
he used a 41/2 smoothing plane to remove 
the sanding marks from the veneer surface. 

The next excitement was to cut the doors 
from the carcass. This was done differently 
than the example shown on the first day. 
The saw blade was raised until only high 
enought so that about 1/64˝ of the board 
would remain. One of the interior pieces 
was used to confirm the height. That piece 
was over-wide so still could be used later. 
The width of the cut was such that it would 

split the wide dovetail that was cut for 
this purpose. Tom started on the bottom 
and just kept flipping the box as he went 
around. The thin strip of remaining wood 
kept the box from collapsing over the cut 
just as the cleats had done in the previous 
box. The remaining wood was then cut 
with a Japanese pull saw and came apart 
quite easily.

The carcass was set aside and the door 
taken to the bench. There, using a block 
plane, any traces of the wood left from 
above the saw cut was removed. Tom then 
went around the entire cut edge with a #5 
plane to remove any saw marks. 

Measuring twice, a mark was made in 
the center of the top or bottom to show 
where the saw cut should be made. Tom 
placed his narrowest kerf blade on the saw. 
Waste pieces were clamped behind the top 
and bottom. They were tall enough to 
allow the blade to full cut the door frame 
but leave waste behind to keep the sides 
apart so the blade would not pinch. The 
saw was raised just enough to cut the 
veneer and then the door piece was run 
through. While not really needed for this, 
as the panel door edges will be removed, 
this showed how to prevent chipping. The 
saw blade was then raised to the height 
of the frame and the two doors were cut 
apart.

Next time, enough of the inside panel 
will be removed to allow the inside frame 
piece to be inserted, the dovetails will be 
cut and the doors completed. 
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The biggest obstacle between you and the wooden boat you 
want to build is getting up the wherewithal to start. Very few 

of us can take the leap from idea to effort without hesitation. I 
can’t. I enjoy the dream too much but dreaming doesn’t build the 
boat you want to float.

This is the introduction to a series of articles about my next 
wooden boat project. During the nearly fifty years I’ve been 
dreaming about and building boats I’ve studied hundreds of the 
thousands of boat designs that are available to us as potential 
boat builders. With so many boat designs tempting us, it’s a 
challenge to settle on one design that will satisfy our wants 
and needs, is within our building budget and that is matched 
to our woodworking ability. This series is intended to eliminate 
the mystery and encourage you to start your own boat building 
project. The choice of design is still yours. 

As I build my boat, I will write articles and take photographs 
that will explain the process as it applies to this particular design 
as well as other designs. Boats are boats—many features and 
functions are common among everything that floats. That said, as 
we progress, you will see that this design is unique in several ways. 

The boat I am about to build is Phil Thiel’s “Sanpram” design. 
Phil Thiel is a Seattle, WA based naval architect. Since graduation 
from the Webb Institute of Naval Architecture in 1943, Phil has 

been dreaming about and designing very singular wooden boats. 
Sanpram is a very singular wooden boat. Especially distinctive 
about Sanpram is its propulsion system. Sanpram is pedaled. The 
pedal mechanism includes a crank, pulleys, a drive belt, straight 
shafts, bearings and a wooden propeller. In future articles, details 
of the propulsion system will be explained and it will become 
evident that “pedal power” is a viable albeit curious source of 
thrust.

As construction progresses, each task will be fully described 
and photographed. Material costs and man-hours per task will 
be included to assist other builders estimate the real money and 
time commitment required to build a small boat. A building jig 
will be set-up over which the hull will be formed. Various wooden 
parts will be built and fitted and hardware will be sourced and 
installed. Building a wooden boat is a progression of manageable 
accomplishments. I will show you how to start, follow through, 
and finish. If you’ve been dreaming about having a boat, I think 
you should build one and enjoy putting it to good use.

Contact me anytime with questions about boat building. 
For more information on Phil Thiel’s designs visit his website 
at www.mission-base.com/pedal-power. Also see WoodenBoat 
magazine issue #222 September/October 2011. 

Phil Thiel’s “Sanpram” Design

Part 1

by nate carey

building
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part 1

close grain by Steve branam

Making a Tote
Simple, utilitarian projects are good for developing your hand 

tool skills. They allow you to work without the pressure of 
ruining a fine piece. They just need to hold together and do their 
job. The focus is more on the diverse skills than on the finished 
product.

My wife needed a tote for carrying around horse care items like 
brushes and spray bottles. This would be used in a barn, a rough, 
dirty environment. It would have to survive being crammed into 
a tack closet, set down on a mucky floor, kicked and stepped on. 
A simple square-sided rectangular tote with center handle, similar 
to a carpenter’s tool tote, would suffice.

This provided a perfect opportunity to work on some specific 
skills. The techniques that go into it are stock preparation, 
dovetailing the corners, grooving the pieces for the bottom, 
dadoing the ends to accept the center divider and forming a 
tongue-and-groove bottom rabbeted all around. You can treat 
each of these as a mini-project with its own individual steps using 
a particular set of tools. Once you have these processes down, you 
can apply them to sub-assemblies in finer, more complex projects.

Stock Preparation

1 I bought some pine 1x6 at the home center and broke the 
boards down to rough lengths with a crosscut saw. Then I 
performed basic stock preparation in the FEWTEL sequence. 
This means working the Face, Edge, Width, Thickness, End, and 
Length of each piece.

2 For each piece, I planed the face with a #6 plane. This removed 
machining marks and established a smooth flat reference 
surface. This is also where I would remove any warp or defects. 
A #7 plane works fine here as well. The #6 is a bit lighter and 
easier to handle.

3 Once I was happy with the face, I marked it with the traditional 
cursive “f” and jointed the adjacent edge with the #6. The goal 
here is to get a straight edge 90 degrees to the face. I held the 
front of the plane so that my fingers curled underneath as 
the plane ran along the face. That allowed me to feel whether 
the plane was running square to it. I checked the edge with a 

working with hand tools
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square every few strokes. Then I marked it with a “v” meeting 
the “f”.

I bought this stock already dimensioned to the width I wanted, 
so the width step here is easy: joint the other edge square to the 
face and parallel to the first edge. But for stock that’s too wide, 
this is where I would use a ripsaw to rip it down close to final 
width before jointing.

4 For thickness, I wanted to take the stock down to 5/8” to reduce 
the weight. I used a marking gauge held against the reference 
face to mark around all four edges.

Since the stock was 3/4” thick, that meant planing off 1/8”. This 
sounds like a lot of work, but it’s not that bad. The key is to use 
a plane set for heavy stock removal. I used a #5 jack plane with 
a cambered iron ground to an 8” radius profile. That allows 
me to take narrow, thick shavings that feather off to the sides. 
When I say thick, I mean shavings that are as thick as a penny, 
10-20 times as thick as the #6 shavings. I planed across the 
grain, called traversing, to rough it down close to the gauge 
line. Then I finished up with the #6. 

One mistake I made here was to do all the heavy stock removal 
from one side. It’s best to take roughly equal amounts from 
both sides of the wood, to ensure equal exposure of the 
interior fibers to the air. Otherwise, the wood can warp as the 
two sides equalize with atmospheric moisture differently. I’ve 
heard people complain of boards curling up like potato chips 
after planing to thickness.

Gauging the edge all around. Thickness: traversing with a #5 using a cambered 
iron set rank. Take a shaving off the length of the 

back corner first to prevent tearout.

Flattening the reduced face with the #6.

1 2

3

4

Breaking down the boards to rough lengths, working around the knots. Face: planing the reference face flat with a #6.

Edge: jointing the reference edge 90 degrees to the 
face with the #6.

Marking the jointed edge, meeting up with the face 
mark. This arris will be the inside bottom corner on 

each piece.
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End: trimming the rough-cut end for a clean cut, followed 
by shooting the end grain clean.

Length: after cutting to length just shy of the line, shooting 
the end grain with the #6 to bring it down to exact length, 

perfectly square.

An alternate work-holding setup for the shorter end pieces.

5 With the faces and edges planed, I cut the first end. I used a 
crosscut tenon saw on my bench hook, aiming for a reasonably 
accurate square cut. Then, for real accuracy, I shot the end 
with the #6 on a shooting board. This ensures a precision end 
in two dimensions, square to the face and square to the edge. 
Dovetailing requires good square ends. I repeated this for the 
other end to reach finished length.

6 For the longer side pieces, I did all the surface planing with 
the workpiece butted up against my planing stop and secured 
with opposing wedges against a bench dog. For the shorter 
pieces I used a different method. 

The work piece is completely loose here, restrained in two 
directions by battens. Planing is done against one batten or 
the other on a slight diagonal, so the remaining batten keeps 
the piece from sliding around.

The left batten is held in the vise and backed up by the planing 
stop. The edge can be tipped up at various angles for working 
thicker stock. The long rear batten has short 3/4” dowels glued 
in. These fit into dog holes drilled into the benchtop for this 
purpose. A second pair of holes allows the batten to be moved 
back another 6” for wider pieces (use the batten itself as the 
template for the holes before gluing in the dowels). This is a 
versatile setup that allows quick changing of pieces of various 
dimension.

5

6

7

Frank Klausz describes in Hand Tool Essentials, The Final Word on Dovetails—Making cut 4. Cuts 1 and 2 are at left and right sides. Cut 3 
is the second from right in this view, angled opposite to cut 2 to define the first tail width. Cut 4 splits the distance between 1 and 3. Cuts 5 
and 6 will be angled opposite to 1 and 4, defining the remaining tails. It helps to visualize this process by marking with a pencil across the 
end grain in the order of cuts.
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Dovetailing the Corners

There are many ways to cut dovetails. I decided this would be a 
good time to try out the dovetail method Frank Klausz describes 
in Hand Tool Essentials, The Final Word on Dovetails. This is a 
pins-first shoot-from-the-hip method, no layout, forming three 
tails. First, I gauged all around the end of the pin board, marking 
a baseline equal to the thickness of the matching piece plus a 
hair. The rest is all by eye, just do what looks pleasing. Those who 
obsess over tail angles and pin spacing may wish to look away.

7 With the board mounted end-up in the vise, I made oppositely-
angled cuts straight down the grain on left and right sides. I 
used a dovetail saw, a small backsaw with very fine rip teeth. 
These two cuts define the outer half-pins. I made the third cut 
parallel to the far end cut, spaced to form the first tail width. 
The fourth cut is also parallel to these two, spaced to split the 
difference. Then I made two oppositely-angled cuts to form the 
other two tail widths. 

8 I immediately marked the waste to be cut out of the tail spaces, 
because it’s easy to lose track and cut the wrong bit off. Then I 
chiseled out the tail spaces, alternately chiseling straight down, 
then in from the end, removing a bit at a time until I was down 
halfway. Then I flipped the board and completed the waste 
removal from the other side.

9 To make the matching tails, I gauged all around the end of the 
tail board, then stood the pin board on it, lined up with the 
gauge line. The critical thing to remember here is that the tails 
flare outward. I marked the tails with a pencil tight up against 
the pin edges.

10 I squared the ends of the pencil lines across the end grain. 
Where the pin cuts are angled across the end grain but cut 
square down, the tail cuts are square across but angled down 
to left or right. Some people like to angle the tail board in the 
vise so that they can cut straight down, but I think it’s worth 
learning to saw at an angle. Once I had made these cuts with 
the dovetail saw, I cut off the half-pin waste on each side with 
a carcass saw, a small backsaw similar to the dovetail saw, but 
with crosscut teeth. Then I chiseled out the pin waste the same 
way I had done the tail waste.

8

9

10

After marking the waste pieces with Xs (don’t want to chisel off 
the wrong part!), chiseling them out. Note the high-tech light-
duty mallet: a pretty chunk of firewood rescued from the pile 

and shaved down.

Transferring the lines to the tail pieces. Remember that the 
tails spread OUT!

Cutting the tails: straight across, angled down, just 
to the waste side of the lines.

Trimming off the half-pin end waste next to the first tail, followed by 
chiseling out the waste between the tails. Repeat for all four corners.
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There followed a fidgety period of fitting the matching corners 
together, paring the tails to straighten up their sides and fit snugly. 
The real secret here is to saw precisely. With all the mating surfaces 
between the pins and tails, trying to figure out where things are 
tight and trimming down is a losing battle. Pretty quickly the 
joint ends up loose. 

11 The simplest way to develop sawing skill is to mark a bunch 
of lines on a piece and make repeated practice cuts. Then cut 
them off and do it again. Like a pitcher warming up, pretty 
soon you’ll dial it in.

12 I was impressed with how solid it was without any glue. So I 
decided to do a little stress test. Ever do that project in junior 
high school where you build a model wooden bridge and 
then load it with weights to see how much it holds before 
collapsing? Everything stayed good and tight with no racking.

13 I disassembled the parts and marked them with cabinetmaker’s 
triangles. These point to the front or top of a piece, marked 
on matching parts. When the pieces are all assembled, they 
form an exploded triangle. This helps me keep things oriented 
properly.

In part 2, I’ll do the grooving, dadoing, and rabbeting, then 
glue it all up. Cabinetmaker’s triangles marked on the matching parts.

Windsor Chairs Continued
lines of Shaker. Here, line is technique for designing. Unlike the 
texture of figured wood that is static, line is dynamic. It moves 
your eye from one place to another. However, this movement is 
not random or chaotic. The line you create pulls the eye along a 
predetermined, organized path.

This means that when one designs with line, one creates a 
composition. A Windsor chair is a composition in line. The design 
intends that you see the silhouette, and creating a silhouette 
requires an opaque finish. Emphasizing the wood in a Windsor 

displays a woeful misunderstanding of Windsor design. In doing 
so, a chairmaker sacrifices the higher, more challenging, and more 
sophisticated expression of the line and silhouette.

In conclusion, Windsor chairs were a revolutionary form 
when they were first introduced in England about 300 years 
ago. They remain a revolutionary form for today’s woodworker 
because understanding them requires learning a whole new 
way of thinking and of working. However, that new way is very 
rewarding. 

Full test assembly.

11 12

13

Balanced on my 
V-blocks, 50 lbs of 
iron dumbbells in 
compressive load 
on the diagonal, 
not a groan, 
nothing budging. 
The dovetail 
really is a superb 
mechanical joint.

Testing for square after the load: both diagonals still match.
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I have become truly enamored by the vitality, complexity and the 
exotic nature of birch crotch figure. In my opinion it equals 

the formality of satinwood along with its delicacy and depth. It 
is truly our own native exotic. This wood was often used to great 
effect by our forbears of the 19th century in New England during 
the high point of the neoclassical period we call Federal.

When looking at this gorgeous wood, what do you see? Do 
you see wood grain, figure, color, porosity, etc.? Or do you see 
things like turbulence, clouds, ferns, water riffles, frost, feathers 
and other natural forms? I tend to see the latter.

Despite its outward appearance, nature is structured and 
mathematical. It repeats itself in different ways. What at first 
seems chaotic is really organized. Scientists and mathematicians 
have an explanation for this organization. They call it Fractal 
Geometry. They have developed calculations that describe this 
type of patterning that goes into the minute details of a leaf 
structure, a galaxy, and even river meandering tendencies. These 
things of nature are very complex, yet organized and repetitive.

It was through this realization and while working with one of 
my favorite woods, our native birch, that I began to see shared 
forms all around us.

What is observed in clouds and flowing water can be 
considered turbulence because of its constantly shifting nature 
and by being affected by many variables. In plants and ice crystals 
such as crotch wood and frost it becomes frozen, in a sense. It 

certainly grows, but once formed it retains its pattern as long as 
conditions allow.

While growing up in New Hampshire and experiencing the 
cold realities of winter in old houses, I quickly became fascinated 
by the developed frost patterns that formed overnight on our old 
windows. Some crystals grew easily to 8˝-10˝ long in a highly 
patterned, extremely delicate frond of ice, sending off curved 
branches that spread and divided like branches of a tree. This 
crystal was far from strict linear geometry. It had grace.

Several years ago I started connecting the dots. The realization of 
the similar patterns started to emerge and then the question became, 
Can I translate the idea of this beautiful frost by using crotch birch? 
The idea percolated and stewed for a few years, knowing that it 
was possible but not sure how to go about it.

During this time I was at the Mt. Washington Hotel 
participating in an “envisioning development” of the hotel and 
how it was to be branded. While there, at the base of our grand 
mountain and in the grandeur of the hotel’s lobby I had the 
inspiration for a piece that was quickly titled The White Mountain 
Breakfront. The concept took shape quickly and was designed to 
celebrate all that is great about New Hampshire. A highlight of 
the design was to emphasize the ruggedness of the mountains in 
their severity. The frost-birch idea will play a key role with this 
design. More on that later—the piece has been commissioned 
and is underway, stay tuned.

Seeing  
Beyond the Obvious

A discussion of the Wolcott demi-lune

by DaviD LaMb

crotch birch, highly figured with good contrast against the mahogany background

photo by bill truslow

Familiar symmetry needed to be dismissed and a seemingly random patterning proved to comfortably represent the look.
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I needed to experiment. I approached a local couple about my 
frost ideas and they signed on as patrons for the demi-lune shown 
here. They believed in the vision and were willing to go beyond 
the expected and safe path to the adventurous. The overall design 
is based on my original 1997 table. This is the fourth variation 
and also borrows ideas from my other table designs sharing similar 
geometry, curved and laminated moldings and pass-through 
leg design. In addition to these features, the semi-elliptical top 
features the frost patterning as if it were a Palladian window with 
early morning sun passing through the crystal formations.

Now the challenge has begun. How to turn wood into frost. 
The layout of the top’s veneers was the primary task. How to get 
the idea across of a seemingly “random growth pattern” and still 
be a repeatable pattern process. The first attempts were various 
book-match techniques. This did not work. It had to look real 
and believable. Our 21st century European based way of thinking 
in symmetry was not the solution. A random approach was 
needed, but how? I tried offset patterns and these were closer. 
Through observation I saw how crystals grew out of other crystals. 
So, smaller patterns were interjected within the offset pattern, 
still in a repeatable way. By having different sizes, the patterns 
became obscure visually and the regularity of pattern became less 
obvious. It worked.

In addition, I observed that true frost reflected light in different 
ways, a positive-negative look called polarity. I took advantage of 
this observation by allowing variations in color of the veneer to 
create this polarity. 

Pre-bending the birch veneer prior to 
gluing to upper leg. 

Leg joinery and carved detail. 

Bracing parts prior to assembly. Braces have 
cross grained veneer over laminated stock. 

Laying out the top veneers. Pre-laminated molding mounted on shaper jig, hot off the shaper. 
Showing attachment with blocks and screws.

Clouds & window frost have similarities to crotch veneer. 
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Testing & correcting the accuracy of your lathe

To get the best performance from your lathe you need to 
check the accuracy of its working parts. Modern lathes have 

accuracy built into them, but there may be some parts that are 
not accurate or properly aligned. Some of these problems can be 
easily fixed, and some require more work, but as I describe each 
of these problems I will state how much deviation is acceptable 
(tolerance), and what operations would be ill affected by these 
errors. That way you can decide if you need to fix the problem. 
For example, if you never drill from the tailstock, or use the 
tailstock to steady work held in a chuck, then the alignment of 
the head and tail centers is not very important.

The tolerances I have stated in this article can surely be 
debated. I know many readers will say, Jon, it’s just a wood lathe! 

—feeling that these standards are too high, and more in keeping 
with a machinist’s lathe. I have been fortunate in my career to 
have worked extensively on both wood and metalworking lathes, 
and I know the tolerances I have given are much larger than most 
metal turning lathes.

Testing Lathe Alignment—For the photos, I am using a $90 test 
indicator because it is convenient and very sensitive, but all of 
these tests, except for the deep taper test, can be accomplished 

with a $25 dial indicator on a magnetic base. With this article 
I have included information about the evolution of precision 
indicators, because these are the tools used to do the tests and are 
closely associated with precision lathe work. 

Most people know that the head and tail centers should meet 
together in perfect alignment, but this fact alone does not mean 
your lathe is aligned. Figure 1 shows how the axes of the head 
and tail intersect at the point of inspection allowing the centers 
to meet perfectly while the lathe is completely out of alignment. 

The tests for lathe alignment are shown in Photos 1–7. The 
procedure involves determining whether the head and tailstock 
axes are parallel to the bed, and therefore parallel to each other. 
This is a big step, but it is only the first one, because parallelism by 
itself is insufficient—the axes must be coincident. 

The first test (Photo 1) is done with the tailstock about 10˝ 
out because this is the average position for drilling chucked work 
or using the tailstock for auxiliary support of chucked work. The 
dial should be observed as the spindle is rotated. Once the “high 
point” is located and the dial read, the low point reading will 
be opposite (180° rotation). The difference between these two 
readings should be less than 0.010˝—Total Indicator Run-out. 

Since the measurement is taken off the tail center, it assumes 

Tuning Your Lathe

at the lathe by Jon Siegel

This is the second of a two-part article

Figure 1—The axes of the head 

and tail intersect at the point 

of inspection allowing the 

centers to meet perfectly while 

the lathe is completely out of 

alignment
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1 Near Test—It is difficult to put a tolerance on this test, 

because it depends on the demands of your work, but 

in general your lathe should test within 0.010” TIR (Total 

Indicator Runout). Anything over 0.015” TIR will cause 

noticeable problems when drilling from the tailstock, or when 

using the tailstock center to support chucked work. 

2 Test Center—If the headstock center does not run true in your 

lathe, you must determine if the fault is with the lathe, or the 

center, or both. This test will tell you if the center is concentric 

with its own shank. Because the shank is tapered, it must be 

backed-up by a stationary object to prevent axial movement 

on the vee-block. Run-out should be less than 0.002” TIR.

3 Test at Distance—If you get good results from the near test, 

but not on the distance test shown here, then the headstock 

is not parallel to the bed. Error should be less than 0.010” per 

foot of distance from headstock.

4 Test at Distance 2—This photo gives a good look at the “bulls-

eye” penciled on the end of the wood with the lathe running 

at its slowest speed.

5 Test Ram 2—This is the best way to test parallelism of the ram 

to the bed because the tailstock is locked. The guide pins of 

the surface gage are extended below, and ride against the 

edge of the slot. Error should be less than 0.001” per inch of 

travel.

6 Test Ram—With the ram fully extended, slide the tailstock 

along the bed. Error should be less than 0.001” per inch of 

travel.

7 Near Test, Ram Extended—If you get different results when 

the ram is extended vs. retracted, then the tailstock axis is 

skew or intersecting the axis of the spindle.

1 2 3

6

54

7
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A The lines are coincident. When two 

lines are coincident, they become 

one line, because they have ALL 

points in common and both exist 

in the same location. As with all 

straight lines, there are an infinite 

number of planes that contain it.

B The lines intersect. Intersecting 

lines lie in a plane—like an “X” 

drawn on a sheet of paper—and 

they have ONE point in common. 

(This is the unfortunate condition 

of the lathe shown in Figure 1.)

C The lines are parallel. Parallel 

lines lie in a plane, but they have 

NO points in common. A very 

important and useful property of 

parallel lines is that parallel lines 

appear parallel in every view.

D The lines are skew. Skew lines 

do not intersect, nor are they 

parallel or coincident. Skew lines 

do not lie in a plane and have 

NO points in common. Having 

defined skew lines by what they 

are not, we should examine 

some interesting properties they 

possess: On each line there is a 

point that is closest to the other 

line, and a third line connecting 

these two points is perpendicular 

to both skew lines. When viewed 

normal (perpendicular) to this 

third connecting line, skew lines appear to be parallel 

even though they are not. When one skew line is rotated 

around the axis of the other, the resulting solid of 

generation is a hyperboloid (illustration, photo of model 

made from straight dowels posted by Rainerwonisch). All 

this may seem esoteric, but the next time you are jointing 

a twisted board, remember that the problem you are 

facing exists because the edges of that board are skew 

lines instead of the parallel lines you wish them to be.

that the center is accurate. If you have any doubts about the 
concentricity of the tail center, test the center on vee-blocks 
(Photo 2), or simply take it out, turn it 180° and do the test 
again to see if you get the same result. Another way to eliminate 
error caused by an eccentric center is to remove the center and 
take the measurement on the inside of the taper. Remember that 
this test by itself doesn’t prove anything. The next test is done 
at a distance from the headstock (Photo 3) using a stout piece 
of pine in a chuck. With the lathe running at its slowest speed, 
inscribe the center location as shown and bring the tail center up 
to the wood (Photo 4). If you want to be more accurate, you can 
clamp the indicator onto the end of the wood square, but the 
bulls eye test is good because the angular error is magnified by 
the long distance. This is a test that anyone can do even if they 
do not own an indicator. If this checks out, then you know your 
headstock axis is parallel to the lathe bed. If not, the mounting 
of the headstock needs adjustment. On lathes with swivel heads, 
this is trivial. On some others you can just loosen the bolts that 
hold the headstock to the bed and tweak the position—but on 
some lathes this adjustment requires a significant amount of work 
involving removal of the headstock. This may seem daunting, but 
the rewards are great if you want to do precise work that involves 
drilling from the tailstock. Remember that if the headstock 
spindle axis is not parallel to the bed, then the tailstock will never 
be in line with it, except possibly at one point on the bed.

The test for parallelism of the tailstock axis to the bed is shown 
in Photo 5. With the tailstock locked and the ram fully extended 
and locked, the indicator is slid along the bed ways. In this case 
a surface gage is used as a base with the pins extended below the 
bed surface to ride against the slot in the bed. Alternately the 
indicator can be stationary while the tailstock is moved on the 
bed (Photo 6). This is not as accurate because the tailstock is not 
locked. Admittedly, this is a short baseline (3˝ or 4˝), but the test 
is accurate enough if done carefully. Yet another way to test the 
parallelism of the tailstock spindle to the bed is to repeat test #1 
with the ram fully extended (Photo 7) and compare the results. 
An error of less than 0.001˝ per inch of travel is acceptable.

It is rare to find a tailstock on a wood lathe that has lateral 
adjustment unless the lathe has a carriage, like a patternmaker’s 
lathe. In that case the tailstock set-over is used to control taper 
of the workpiece. For the vast majority of wood lathes, errors 
in tailstock alignment can only be corrected by hand filing or 
scraping the contact surfaces. 

In these photographs, the test is being done in the horizontal 
plane, which is where most inaccuracy seems to occur. But all the 
tests should be performed in the vertical plane as well, because 
that is just as important.

The lathe is aligned when both the spindle axis and the 
tailstock axis are coincident on a line that is parallel to the bed.

The Four Conditions of Two Lines in Space—After taking the 
measurements described above you begin to get a mental picture 
of the way the headstock and tailstock are misaligned. Think of 
the line of the headstock axis as a single line in space. Think of 
the axis of the tailstock as a second line. These two lines should be 
coincident, that is, they should exist in the same location, and thus 
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merge into a single line. That is the goal, but the measurements 
might show that the two lines are not coincident but exist in some 
other relationship. There are three other possibilities described 
below. Once you understand the four possible conditions of two 
lines in space, you can use these concepts to access your particular 
misalignment problem and it will be clear what you have to do 
to correct it. 

A The lines are coincident (this is the goal)
B The lines intersect 
C The lines are parallel 
D The lines are skew (the general condition)

Running Truth—When a cylindrical form, or any generated solid 
of revolution, rotates on its axis, the position of its surface 
appears stationary within the limits of the smoothness and 
circularity of the surface. This is because the axis is in the center 
by definition. But if the axis is off center (eccentric), then there 
is movement of the surface as it rotates, and this movement 
follows a regular sinusoidal pattern of one cycle per revolution. 
This is known as run-out.

The important thing to know about measuring radial run-
out is that the error measured at the surface is two times the 
eccentricity. This is because one side is below the true surface 
location, and the other side is above the true surface location by 
the same amount. For example, if a bowl is re-chucked and the 
center is 1/8˝ off, then the error at the surface will be 1/4˝. To avoid 
confusion, machinists refer to this measurement as total run-out, 
and it does not refer to eccentricity (which is 1/2 of the run-out). 
Usually measured with a dial indicator, it is abbreviated TIR for 
Total Indicator Run-out.

Spindle Nose—For chucks and faceplates to center accurately, both 
the shoulder (Photo 8) and the threads must run true. Checking 
the run-out of the thread by the “split nut” method is shown 
in Photo 9. The vice-grips are closed with just enough pressure 
to snug the split nut, but still be able to rotate the spindle. 
The indicator is applied to a flat on the nut, and the reading is 
observed over several revolutions. It often happens that the sides 
of the nut are not exactly parallel to the axis, so you might observe 

an increase or decrease of the indicator reading as the nut moves. 
This can be ignored because you are looking for the sinusoidal 
movement of the indicator dial that cycles with each revolution—
that would demonstrate run-out.

The Fine Points of Lathe Centers—In previous articles I have covered 
methods of duplication and the importance of working in steps, 
instead of trying to turn the entire piece in a single operation. 
Many turners do not use this method because of the difficulty 
of removing the workpiece and replacing it and having it return 
exactly on center again. This error of procedure occurs when the 
turner is trying to compensate for faulty lathe centers. You should 
be able to remove your workpiece, replace it, or turn it end-for-
end an infinite number of times—and have it return to exact 
center without fuss and without fail every time. If you do not 
have this, you are operating at great disadvantage, and you should 
fix your centers.

The Perfect World vs Reality—If the taper bore in your spindle runs 
out, there is not much you can do about it short of replacing 
expensive parts. Does this mean that your centers will always run-
out? No—there is something you can do to eliminate the error. 
The center points of lathe centers are often eccentric to the shank 
anyway. In final analysis it is the combination of these two errors 
that determines whether your center runs true, and the errors may 
reinforce each other, or possibly cancel out, depending on the 
placement of the center in the taper bore. The solution is to make 
a witness mark on both the center and on the lathe spindle nose 
that allows you to always place the center in the same position. 
In a perfect world, you would not have to do this, but in the real 
world, it solves a multitude of problems. Once you have inserted 
the center and made the witness marks, you can proceed to 
true up the center point by scraping with a HSS chisel, or in tough 
cases a carbide tipped tool. There are some rare center points that 
are made from hardened steel that can’t be scraped, and must be 
worked with abrasives. With these “one-time” procedures, you are 
customizing your centers to your lathe to achieve a higher degree 
of accuracy than was originally built into the machine.

Photos 10, 11 & 12 show how to test the true running of the 
taper bore. A simple dial indicator will give a basic measurement 

8 9
8 Test shoulder—This simple test is often overlooked, 

but very important. Run-out should be less than 

0.001” TIR.

9 Test threads—The nut is split, and thus is flexible 

enough to be compressed by the Vice-Grips until the 

clearance is near zero. The handle of the Vice-Grip 

rides on the tool rest (placed in rear position for this 

photo). Run-out should be less than 0.002” TIR.
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My favorite non-dial indicator is the Koch

10 OK test—The simplest test of the spindle bore is with a dial 

indicator. This is good, but for a better test it is necessary 

to probe deeper into the bore. Run-out should be less than 

0.001” TIR.

11 Much better—The extended contact point of the test 

indicator will reach deeper into the bore, and the graduations 

are 0.0005”. Run-out should be less than 0.001” TIR.

12 Deep test—A back-plunger type dial indicator, fitted with a 

lever extension will reach 2 inches or more into the bore. This 

test gives confirmation that the taper bore is true throughout 

its length, not just at the opening. Run-out should be less 

than 0.001” TIR.

13 Test BB center—Ball bearing tailstock centers must run true 

in their own bearings. Secure the shank in a vice or clamp (or 

in the lathe), and rotate the center with your fingers. Run out 

should be less than 0.002” TIR.

(Photo 10). A test indicator is better because it will reach somewhat 
deeper (Photo 11). After testing near the opening, an indicator with a 
lever extension will reach 2˝ deep or more, and confirm that the bore runs 
true over its length. A TIR of less than 0.001” is very good. The Blount 
lathe in Photo 12 was made in Milford, NH 50 years ago. It exhibits less 
than 0.0005˝ TIR. 

Many spur centers utilize a point that is held in place by a set-screw, 
and this method, while allowing adjustability of length, is not conducive 
to true running. The best centers have 60° points, and by using 60° points 
at both ends, the workpiece will center perfectly when turned end-for-
end. 

Ball bearing tailstock centers are a modern convenience that we 
appreciate, but they eventually wear out and become wobbly, contributing 
to workpiece vibration. How long this takes depends on how much you 
spend on engineering refinements. Meanwhile, the center should run 
true in its own bearings to less than 0.002˝ TIR as shown in Photo 13. 

10

11

12

13
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A rare Boulet indicator, 1900 patent

Indicators—A thorough documentation of the historic 

evolution of machinist’s indicators is covered in Kenneth 

L. Cope’s book, Makers of American Machinist’s Tools 

(ISBN 1-879335-55-7), but here are a few from my collection. 

Those in the top row are non-dial type, and in the bottom row 

are dial indicators. All the older types have rectangular stems 

designed for clamping into a lathe tool post, while modern 

indicators are usually attached to a magnet.

A A rare Boulet indicator, 1900 patent, range 0.030”, graduations 

0.001”. This indicator was made by Fallon in Salem, MA, before 

Boulet started his own factory in Beverly in 1908. Front 

plunger type with attachments.

B Although this resembles ancient indicators made by Starrett, 

there is no company name on it. This is possibly an apprentice 

project, but the spring is very sophisticated. Action is side 

only—has no noticeable backlash, so it operates in both 

directions from center zero.

C. Ideal (1925 patent), Rochester, NY, is one of the first auto-

reversing types, and probably the first to have a friction 

adjustable contact point—both features set the standard for 

future indicators. Range 0.010”, graduations 0.001”.

D My favorite non-dial indicator is the Koch. It has a swivel head 

with front plunger on one end and side contact (bell crank) 

on the other. I use the term “non-dial” instead of “pre-dial”, 

knowing that it would be easy to make the argument that the 

dial made these early types obsolete, but in spite of its narrow 

range (0.010˝) and the fact that the side contact is right hand 

only, this 100 year-old tool is a joy to use. 

E Federal test indicator, 0.030” range, manual reversing.

F Starrett, Athol, MA, “Last Word” test indicator, 0.030” range, 

0.0005” graduations, auto-reversing.

G A cheap Chinese dial indicator, one inch travel, 0.100” per 

revolution, with revolution counter, 0.001” graduations, great 

price: $10. Get one. ($24 with magnetic base).

H My favorite test indicator: Brown & Sharpe BestTest, 0.030” 

range, 0.0005” graduations, auto reversing. Middle price test 

indicator: $90.

I Ultra sensitive Starrett dial indicator, range 0.004” (two 

revolutions, no revolution counter), 0.0001” graduations!

A
B C D

E F

G H

I
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Imagine you’re a 17th century carpintero (woodworker) living 

in New Mexico. You are most likely of Spanish or Pueblo Indian 

descent, and your time is divided between building simple and 

practical furniture and fending off warring Navajos, Comanches, 

Apaches and Utes. You have in your tool arsenal any of the following—

axe, adze, pit saw, handsaw, plane, chisel, auger, knife, grooving plane 

and compass. If you’re lucky, your buddy in the next pueblo might 

have a pole lathe. 

Your skills were taught to you by Franciscan friars who imparted 

furniture making techniques that are rooted in medieval Spanish and 

Moorish traditions. 

Both Hispanic and Native-American styles influence your work, 

but you are bound by the tenets of the carpenters’ guild, which was 

established in Mexico City in 1568, to uphold specific requirements 

in style, design and proportion. And in keeping with the tradition of 

European guilds, you preserve the practice of the craft within your 

family. 

Because the only wood available in abundance is ponderosa pine, 

a wood that tends to split, and because you are limited by simple 

tools, the baroque style currently in fashion in Europe is out of your 

reach. So, you ornament your furniture with simple patterns and 

representative symbols and hope that the pretentious ensembladors 

(joiners and cabinetmakers who make more complex and inlaid 

pieces of furniture) will be impressed. 

You might embellish a caja (chest) or trastero (armoire) with a 

repetitive bullet motif. Varying the lengths of the rows makes it more 

dynamic. Notching the uprights with a sawtooth pattern adds a new 

dimension, and carved rosettes elevate the piece to another level. 

Other elements in your decorative canon include pomegranates 

(symbolizing fertility), lions (representing courage), scallop patterns, 

shells (indicating pilgrimage) and birds. 

History books underscore New Mexico’s isolation from outsiders 

while under Spanish and Mexican rule from 1600 to the first half of 

the 19th century. Because of this, furniture styles remained primarily 

unaltered. Although, with the influx of eastern Anglo-Americans, who 

introduced new tools, new artists and new materials, the traditional 

New Mexican furniture style experienced sweeping changes in the 

second half of the 19th century. 

However, in the early part of the 20th century, upper-class Anglo-

Americans’ interest in historic preservation and fostering folk crafts 

revived the traditional style and helped launch a new one known as 

Spanish Colonial Revival furniture. 

Today, craftsmen continue to include 17th century chip and gouge 

carved elements in their own unique take on this style. And the good 

news is, you still only need a few simple tools to create them. 

These design elements work well with furniture styles other 

than New Mexican. They are easy to make and they add interest to 

decorative boxes, picture frames or any project that can benefit from 

a little ornamentacion.

Decorative Carving

by kari huLtMan

17th Century New Mexican Furniture

the bullet design
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Sawtooth on the Arris—These figure prominently in New 

Mexican motifs, and a chisel is all that’s required to carve 

them. Some are found along the corner edges of chests or 

cabinets, while others are carved into the board face. 

To chip carve a sawtooth profile on the corner edge of a 

board, lay out parallel lines on one face and one edge. Draw 

equally spaced segments between the two lines and make 

a stop cut with your chisel at the midway point between 

segments. Slice in toward the stop cut from both endpoints of 

each segment, and make two or more passes to achieve a clean 

cut. Simple! 

Creating a sawtooth on the arris

References: 

Lonn Taylor & Dessa Bokides—New Mexican Furniture, 1600-1940:  
The Origins, Survival, and Revival of Furniture Making in the Hispanic Southwest 

Santa Fe, New Mexico: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1987

Kari Hultman 

goodwoodworkshop@comcast.net  

www.villagecarpenter.blogspot.com 
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Sawtooth on the Flat—Sawtooth patterns that are on the face 

of a board are found on rails and styles, doors, and virtually any 

other flat surface in New Mexican furniture. To carve this decorative 

element, start by laying out guidelines using a pencil. The width 

should be just a little wider than your chisel so that you can clean 

up the vertical walls after you’ve established the shape. Incise the 

long parallel pencil lines using an X-acto blade, being careful to skip 

the portion of the design that will not be removed. You can deepen 

the cut as you approach the middle of each segment since that will 

be the deepest part of the carving. Make a stop cut with your chisel 

directly in the center of each section. Beginning close to the center 

stop cut and tilting your chisel for a shallow slice, pare away a little at 

a time as you continue to move the chisel back toward the outer ends 

of each segment. 

The intention is to carve ramps on both sides of each segment 

that slope downward and meet at the center. Steeper slopes have a 

more dramatic effect. 

Your chisel should land directly in the middle as you work in 

from both sides of the ramps; this will ensure a symmetrical shape. 

Once you’ve established the depth, clean up the vertical walls of the 

pattern with your chisel. 

Creating a sawtooth on the flat
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Bullet Designs—These are a common sight in New Mexican 

furniture. Create this motif by using a gouge with a pronounced 

sweep, such as the 10mm straight gouge with a #10 sweep shown in 

the photos. Tilt the handle back very slightly from vertical (or perfectly 

vertical, if you like the little “horns” that are created by the corners of 

the gouge) and strike it with a mallet to make a stop cut. A horizontal 

pencil line leading up to your mark serves as a guide as you slide the 

gouge, beginning with a shallow cut that becomes slightly deeper, 

toward the struck mark. Starting with your gouge further away from 

the stop cut creates a longer bullet, and if you create a number of 

rows at varying lengths, a new pattern emerges. 

Creating a bullet pattern
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screws began to be used in 
furniture production. Like 
the earlier handmade screws, 
these screws had a straight 
taper and a blunt end. 

It was not until about 
1840 that the Gimlet or 
tapered sharp point 
was introduced. The 
introduction of the Gimlet 
pointed end and the mass 
production by machine, 
now made the screw a 
viable and inexpensive 
fastener to be used in furniture and other wood products. In 
many cases wood screws replaced nails which up to this time had 
been widely used in the manufacture of all kinds of furniture, 
even fine furniture.

Screw heads—The method of driving the wood screw remained 
the simple slot, still used today, until about 1908 when 
a Canadian, named P. L. Robertson, invented the 
square drive socket head screw and matching driver. 
While the idea of the square drive had been around 
for several decades, it was Robertson who added the 
slight taper to the socket and driver that gives the 
drive that ability to hold the screw, even while held 
vertically. The taper also aids in producing the screws 
by giving needed clearance in the broaching of the 
socket. These screws have been widely used in Canada 
since their introduction, but use in the United Stated 
was limited until recent years due to patent issues. 
Today, they have become one of the more popular 
configurations, especially in mass production facilities. 
The design of the socket reduces cam-out .

In the 1930s, Henry Phillips refined and patented 
the design for the cross head screw and driver that 
bears his name. His goal was a screw that would be 
self centering for use on assembly lines. It was quickly 
adopted by many industries, including the automobile 

Screws that have direct thread contact to the wood are 
commonly used in woodworking. There are many other 

screw types designed for use in the construction trades that are 
similar to common wood screws and can be utilized for unusual 
joinery or fastening conditions. A trip down the fastener aisle of 
a large building supplier or an on-line search will show the wide 
array that is available. It is good to have knowledge of these for 
that unique situation when it comes up. I will discuss screws that 
use a nut or similar part in the joint at another time.

The first use of screws, meaning a cylinder with an inclined 
plane wrapped around it, appears to be in about the first century 
A.D. These were handmade large wooden screws that were used 
in wine and olive presses in the middle east. The first use of metal 
screws as fasteners was in the fifteenth century. Early screws were 
individually handmade using hand forged blanks. The blanks 
were forged into a taper and a head was then created by heating 
and forging over the end of the blank. The blanks were then 
finished in shape and the threads cut using a file. Because of the 
amount of hand work, they were extremely expensive and used 
mainly in clocks and locks. 

By the latter half of the eighteenth 
century, screw threads were being 
made by machine using a lathe. In the 
beginning, they were still using hand 
forged blanks, but later used drawn 
wire. This brought the cost down and 

tips, tricks & tools by C Peter JameS

Wood Screws

not wooden screws

Ancient olive presses

Early blunt screw

Robertson or square drive screw
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manufacturers. It was designed 
to cam-out to prevent it being 
overdriven by the automatic 
screwdrivers of that period. A 
similar but slightly different 
crosshead design is the Frearson 
or Reed and Prince which has a 
steeper point and straight sides 
that do not cam-out as easily 
as the Phillips. It is still being 
used for some bronze screws 
used in boat building, but is 
not in large scale production. 
While cross head screws are self 
centering and work well with 
automatic screwdrivers, they 
do not mechanically hold to the 
bit like the Robertson or square 
drive does and the designed 
cam-out can be problematic. 

The most recent widespread 
drive design is the Torx. This is 
a six sided socket with no taper. 
It is well suited for use with 

automatic screw drivers but like the Phillips does not hold to the 
driver without some assistance like a magnetic bit. This design has 
largely replaced the Phillips in assembly line operations.

The only other head design used in direct thread contact wood 
screws is the external hex. Its use is primarily in lag screws 1/4˝ and 
larger which require a wrench to turn.

How threads are produced—There are two methods of producing 
threads on screws. Cutting the thread into the body of the screw 
goes back to the beginning of screw manufacture. The thread is cut 
using either a single point tool and multiple passes or a multiple 
point tool called a die in one pass. The outer diameter of the 
thread is the same as the shank of the screw. The cutting process 
can leave ragged edges to the threads which may cut the wood 

fibers rather that displacing 
them. This can weaken the 
joint. Boat builders may prefer 
cut threads because the larger 
diameter shank will have a 
tighter fit in the pilot hole. 
This will help to prevent water 
penetrating past the screw.

Today, the predominant 
method of producing screw 
threads is by rolling the screw 
blank between multiple rollers 
or plates. This process forms 
the thread by displacing metal 
from the root or groove to 
form the thread. The thread 
formed this way is smoother on 

the crest or outer edge and is stronger (although stripped screw 
threads in wood is not a problem) than cut threads. The thread 
diameter on rolled screws is larger than the shank and the root 
diameter is only slightly smaller than the shank diameter.

Shape of the head—Screw heads come in many shapes, but in 
wood screws really only two are used. Flat head screws have a flat 
head. A subcategory of the flat head is the oval head, often used 
where the screw is used as both a fastener and as decoration. It is 
frequently used with a special dished washer. 

Round head screws have a flat shoulder at the end of the shank 
and have several subcategories. One of the most common is the 
washer head screw, often used with pocket holes. Regular round 
head screws have head shapes which range from a high really 
round dome that was used in the past to a low oval to a flattened 
top called a pan head.

Screw length is measured 
differently depending on the 
head shape. Flat head screws 
are measured overall, while 
round head are measured 
from the shoulder to the 
thread end and ovals are 
measured from the equator 
of the head to the thread 
end. Screw diameters are 
given a number. Common 
screw sizes used range 
from #4 to #14.

Joinery—When wood screws are used in joinery, it is important 
to predrill clearance holes in both pieces to be joined. The size 
of the hole in the top piece should be slightly smaller than the 
size of the shank and the size of the hole in the second piece 
should be slightly smaller that the root diameter (the smaller 
diameter of the threaded portion). For flathead screws, special 
drills which have integral countersinks are available which will 
drill the hole and countersink it in one operation. If you are 
using tapered screws with cut threads, there are drills that have 
both the countersink and a special tapered drill. The W. L. Fuller 
Company (www.wlfuller.com) is a supplier of high quality tapered 
screw drills and they are made in the United States. There are 
charts available that give sizes for the drills to be used for different 
screw sizes and the depth to drill.

There are some screws that look like wood screws and in fact 
can be used for some applications, but are not intended for wood 
joinery. The most common is the so called sheet rock screw. It is 
inexpensive and easily available. It is also very brittle and very 
hard steel, has a Phillips drive intended to cam out and usually 
threaded its entire length. If they break they are very difficult 
to remove. Many of these qualities make it unsuitable for use 
in wood joinery, especially when there are better alternatives 
available.

Another screw that is sometimes used is the sheet metal screw. 
It is often used when a very short round head screw is needed. 

continued on page 38

Phillips drive screw

Torx drive screw

Flat, round and oval head shapes

Cut threads

Rolled threads
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So you finally took the plunge and bought that cool new drum 
sander, eh? Now what?

I’ve heard several complaints about getting good results from 
a drum sander, so I thought I’d share a few things that I have 
either learned the hard way, or applied from my previous life as 
a machinist.

Once you have the machine assembled, you need to adjust 
the drum and the conveyor bed to be parallel. This is the single 
most important step, and I suspect that all too often it is done 
improperly. The bottom line is that if the drum and bed are not 
parallel, your sanded board faces won’t be either. Make sure you 
understand how the adjustment is made and take the time to 
get it as close as possible. The payoff will be seen in the boards 
you sand.

For all practical purposes, a drum sander is nothing more than 
a surface grinder for wood. The key to surface grinding is that at 
zero load, the drum should be parallel to the bed. It’s a matter of 
simple physics (is that an oxymoron?) that when it is under load 
(i.e. removing any significant amount of material) the drum and 
the bed are going to be pushed away from each other, at least a 
little bit. This is especially true of open-end models the closer you 
get to the open end. It applies to closed-end models too, but in 
a different way.

Dead Load Sanding—For the sake of argument, let’s assume that you 
have set the drum and bed to be parallel at no-load. When you are 
sanding a board (non-zero load) in an open-ended machine, the 
drum and the bed are going to be pushed away from each other. 
Finer grits may actually push harder, depending on the depth of 
cut. The result is that when your board comes out the other end, 
the faces are not parallel, side to side. They may only be out .010˝ 
in an 8˝ wide board, but that’s not acceptable to me. The answer 
is to run it through the sander again, without changing the setting 
or the workpiece’s orientation—i.e. do not turn it end-for-end, 
that comes later. Depending on the situation (e.g. sanding an 

end-grain cutting board) you may have to run it through several 
times at this setting, but eventually it will flatten out. In the world 
of metalworking, these are commonly referred to as dead, no-load, 
or spark out passes.

If you want to prove it to yourself, try this. Pick a wide, hard 
board that you know has flat, parallel faces, and run it through. 
Take a moderate cut—enough to clean the entire face of the 
board. When it comes out, make a few pencil lines that go all the 
way across the face you just sanded. Now send it back through in 
the same direction you did on the first pass, but don’t change the 
depth setting. Don’t be fooled if it takes all of your pencil marks 
off the first time or two. Just remark it and re-sand at the same 
setting. After a pass or two, you should see is that it is still cutting 
more heavily at the edge nearest the open end, while leaving the 
pencil marks at the edge closest to the closed end.

You should also find that if you take another pass or two at 
the same setting, it will eventually clean up completely. As the 
load on the drum and table decreases, they will relax back to their 
parallel position and remove that last little bit of material, making 
the board parallel end to end and edge to edge. On particularly 
hard woods, I will also turn the board end-for-end, and run a 
dead pass or three there, as well.

The other problem that using this process will greatly reduce is 
variation in thickness from one board to the next. This is true of 
both open and closed end machines. As we all know, no two boards 
are the same. If you just feed them through the drum sander, even 
taking a light pass (say 0.005˝), you will see differences in the final 
thickness of each board. However, a properly set up drum sander 
should be able to consistently produce boards that are within 
0.005˝ (or less) of each other in thickness. In fact, this is the 
primary reason for running dead passes on a closed end machine.

Regardless of machine type, listen carefully as the board goes 
through. Once you’ve done this many times, you’ll be able to tell 
when it’s done cutting by the sound it makes even through your 
hearing protection.

by tiM haLLer

Drum Sanding 101

Quilted bigleaf maple (OR), ~6˝ x 25˝ x 1-9/32˝. I sanded this board just enough 
to flatten and clean up both sides (80/150 grit), and set it aside to ‘relax’ for six 
months. It didn’t move much, so it should yield a final thickness of 1-1/4˝.
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Bear in mind that if you are removing a lot of stock such as 
when working a piece of highly figured wood that your planer 
would tear to shreds, you should throw in a dead pass or two for 
every half turn of the depth crank (~1/32˝). Again, listen carefully 
to what your machine is telling you.

Sandpaper—Another thing to watch is your paper. When I change 
sandpaper, I have a process that I follow rigorously. The first time 
I use a new strip, I run a few light passes on a scrap and check 
for stretching. Sandpaper will stretch with use, especially the first 
time out.

Install the paper according to your machine manufacturer’s 
instructions. However, there are three things that they often leave 
out. 1) Clean the drum every time you change papers; 2) check 
the back side of the paper for any debris before your wrap it; and 
3) you may ignore the printed arrows on the paper. Those are 
only relevant in a continuous belt. You can actually extend the life 
of your paper by reversing the way it’s wrapped unless it’s badly 
burned or otherwise damaged. Check the drum for bits of resin, 
burrs, etc. It doesn’t take much of a bump under the paper to 
cause serious burn problems. The same goes for dust, wood chips, 
etc. that may be stuck to the back side of the paper.

On my Performax (now Jet) 16-32 Plus, the paper is always 
attached to the left end of the drum first. I aim to leave ~1/8˝ of 
the drum showing outside of the first wrap, because this seems 
to work out on the other end (based on a factory-cut strip—

YAMMV). Once the first wrap is on, carefully feed the rest of 
the strip onto the drum, leaving a tiny gap between wraps—just 
enough to see the drum between them. Then, insert the end into 
the tensioner on the right end of the drum. Next, re-tighten/align 
each wrap, starting at the left end of the drum and pushing any 
slack you find toward the right end. Make sure that your wraps 
do not overlap. If needed, reclamp the end in the tensioner.

Finally, I take one additional step to ensure that everything is 
where it should be. I turn the drum on and slowly run a dressing 
stick down the drum from left to right a couple of times. The 
direction is important, because you want any slack to get pushed 
all the way to the right end where it will be taken up (within 
limits) by the tensioner. Then I turn it off, check the wraps one 
last time and I’m ready to start sanding.

Sandpaper isn’t cheap, so you want to make the most of your 
investment. In fact, your investment is where it starts. Buy good 
sandpaper! I look at it this way. You only cry once when you buy 
quality. I won’t mention any names, but I did notice something on 
the back of the factory strips that came with my Performax. The 
way to save money on good sandpaper is to buy rolls. A 50 meter 
roll of 3˝ paper (~$85) yields ~21 strips for my sander. That’s 
~$4 each, compared to $10+ each for precut strips. If you have 
a friend with a drum sander, split a few rolls and you both save!

Template—A template will help tame those unruly coils of paper, 
and make it easy to get the length and taper angle right. Think 

The first two dead passes (80 grit) removed all of the pencil marks, but… …the third one reveals the truth about hard maple!

Two more and it’s all cleaned up! Finer grits should get those numbers even closer.
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These come in several drive styles, including Phillips, square, 
straight and hex. One use of these is for attaching metal drawer 
slides.

Sources—There are many sources for wood screws. Your local 
hardware store is the easiest and they may have a good selection. 
One brand, Hillman (www.hillmangroup.com/fasteners.html), has 
a good selection of combination drive screws. The drive can use 
either Phillips or square screwdrivers. These are found in many 
hardware stores and building suppliers. One of the most popular 
sources for square drive screws is McFeely’s (www.mcfeelys.com) 
located in West Virginia. They have a great selection of high 
quality screws, most of which are square drive, and a good 
selection of drive bits and hand drivers. An interesting feature 

of square drivers is that they are usually color coded. Red is for 
number two and green for number one. This makes it easy to pick 
the right screwdriver as the size difference is quite small.

When buying screws, it really pays to get high quality 
because broken screws can be difficult to deal with. Screws from 

“big-box stores” and hardware stores should be tested before you 
start using them on an expensive project. Buy a few and try driving 
them into a piece of oak without pre-drilling. This informal test 
will give you an idea of the strength and driveability of the screw. 

Screws have many uses in woodworking. Using the correct 
screw for the application, pre-drilling the hole, lubricating the 
screw with either bees wax or special screw lubricant will insure a 
good strong joint. 

Wood sCreWs Continued

of it as an anger management exercise. To make a paper cutting 
template (assuming you use 3” paper), rip a 3” wide strip of 1/8” 
MDF, and cut it to the length of your sandpaper strip. You may 
need two pieces of MDF duct taped end-to-end if your sandpaper 
is longer than your MDF. Carefully trace the tapers from a known 
good sandpaper strip on the ends. Cut and sand to your lines 
and you’re done. Be sure to clearly mark the proper template and 
sandpaper orientation on your template!

Once you have cut the correct taper on the end of your roll, 
use a spring clamp (or a friend, if you have one) to hold the paper 
in place while you cut the taper on the other end. DO NOT 
cut your strip to length first! Make the tapered cut first, and as 
straight as you possibly can. Then trim it to length. After you 
have cut the first strip from a new roll using your template, one of 
the tapers is pre-cut for the next one (IF you cut it straight). If you 
find that your strip is a bit too long, trim both the tapered edge 
and the end. Trim your template the same amount, if needed.

When it comes to sanding, glue is not your friend. Take the 
time to remove as much dried glue a possible BEFORE you 
start sanding. Glue ‘dust’ tends to clog the paper which leads to 
burning, and those black stripes are difficult to remove once they 
appear both from your board and from the sandpaper. The same 
is true of resin or sap pockets. Remove as much as you can with 
your solvent of choice. As you are sanding, get into the habit of 
checking your paper frequently and dress/clean/replace as needed.

Dust Collector—Adequate dust collection is important too, and 
not just from a safety standpoint. The more air you are moving, 
the more heat you are removing. The more heat you remove, 
the less likely you are to trip the overload switch and/or burn 
your workpiece. It may not completely eliminate either one, but 
it certainly helps. You can get away with adapting your shop 
vacuum to the 4˝ dust port, but plan on cleaning the filter a lot! 
Take my word for it. A real dust collector works much better.

Getting good, consistent results from a drum sander requires 
patience. Remember, this is not a planer. It was never meant to 
remove an eighth of an inch per pass. On top of that, you have 
to decrease your depth-of-cut as you go to finer grits. At 220-grit 
on hard maple, for example, I advance the crank 1/12 of a turn or 
less on each pass and I take several dead passes every half turn. 
On end-grain cutting boards, I run three passes at each depth 
setting—a rough pass, a dead pass the same direction, and a dead 
pass with the board flipped end-for-end. It’s a slow process, but 
it works.

The bottom line is that you’ll know when your drum sander 
is happy by the sound it makes, and by the smile the results will 
put on your face. 

This template will work with any open ended Performax/Jet drum sander except the 22-44 Oscillating model. 
Consult your manual for the correct size/taper/etc for your machine.
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Hollow & round planes

Snipe bill planes

Antique hollow & round molding planes

photo by kari hultman

Just what is it with these molding planes? There are no 
fences or depth stops to guide them. This is definitely the 

workmanship of risk! Regular molding planes are somewhat self 
explanatory. They make the reverse of the shape on the bottom. 
Some of them even have internal fences built into them that 
reference off the edge of the board. Some have spring lines 
engraved on the ends to indicate the angle they should be held 
at when in use. Hollows and rounds have none of those guides 
and seem to be used entirely by eye. But, not entirely so my brash 
young Padawan!

Hollows and rounds do have a logic to their use that makes 
them relatively easy to use and able to produce consistent results. 
The sizing system is not universal in antique planes. The two 
modern makers (Clark & Williams—now Old Street Tool, and 
M.S. Bickford) agree on a number based upon the width of the 
iron. It is by sixteenths up to 3/4˝ and by eights thereafter. Thus, a 
#11 is 11/16˝ wide; a #12 is 3/4˝ wide. After that it jumps to eighths 
and a #13 is 7/8˝, not 13/16˝. Sizes go up to 11/2˝ or #18. Typically, 
only a half set is purchased consisting of either the even or odd 
numbered planes. A full set of all eighteen sizes (36 planes) is 
just too expensive for most users. A half set of even numbered 
planes from M.S. Bickford consists of 18 planes in sized pairs 

Hollows & Rounds

by Joe barry

hollow & Round Dimensions

 Number  Width & Radius

 1 1/16”

 2 1/8”

 3 3/16”

 4 1/4”

 5 5/16”

 6 3/8”

 7 7/16”

 8 1/2”

 9 9/16”

 10 5/8”

 11 11/16”

 12 3/4”

 13 7/8”

 14 1”

 15 1-1/8”

 16 1-1/4”

 17 1-3/8”

 18 1-1/2”
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from 1/8˝—11/2˝ costs $3,300. The same half set from Old Street 
Tool is $3,498. A single matched pair costs $385 from Bickford.

Unfortunately, the half set of hollows and rounds does not 
complete the required tool set to make moldings. In addition 
you will also need a rabbet plane, and two each of snipes bills and 
side rounds. On the plus side of the ledger is that with a dozen or 
so planes you can make almost any molding. You don’t have to 
search for a specific molding plane or have dozens of molding 
planes on the shelf.

The key to using hollows and rounds is that the width of the 
cutter is equal to both the radius of that arc and is one sixth the 
circumference of a circle (i.e. 60°). A #8 has a 1/2˝ cutting width 
and a 1/2˝ radius. This allows you to move it around on the curve 
of a matching radius. A snipes bill covers a greater portion of the 
radius, 90°, and comes in just the one size to work up against a 
shoulder.

A unique issue with hollows and rounds is that they do not 
adjust like other wooden planes. The iron is tapered with the 
thickest part at the cutting edge. This creates a dual wedge system 
with the wooden wedge—picture a map of Vermont and New 
Hampshire. Tapping on the body of the plane does not work to 
adjust the depth of cut. The wedge needs to be loosened to adjust 
the plane by rapping the upside down plane sharply onto the 
bench. The iron can be tapped down for a more aggressive cut 
by tapping the end of the iron with a hammer. But, doing so will 
loosen the wedge and the wedge will also need to be tapped into 
tightness again. 

Maintaining the curvature of both the iron and the plane 
body is fussy work. To reduce the wear on both, a rabbet plane is 
used to remove the bulk of the material and the molding plane is 
used only for the final shaping passes. This is true also for shaped 
molding planes such as an ogee. The full size of the desired 

Snipe bill plane—Clark & Williams is now Old Street Tool

photo by kari hultman

Snipes bill making a bead shoulder

Adjusting the iron on a 
snipe bill plane

Rabbets are laid out to 
remove stock and prepare 

the ground for the hollows 
and rounds

A rabbet will guide the 
hollow round plane

Half set of Sandusky hollow & round molding planes

molding is laid out on the end grain of the stock. Rabbets are 
laid out to remove stock and prepare the ground for the hollows 
and rounds. 

What guides the hollow and rounds are the rabbets. To 
establish the rabbet, a deep score is made with the marking gauge. 
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That is then deepened with either a snipes bill plane or the rabbet 
plane turned on edge. 

Once a shoulder has been established, the rabbet plane is used 
as a roughing tool to remove thick shavings down to the marked 
lines on the end grain. The elegantly curved throat of the rabbet 
plane is not just to be pretty but, serves to roll the heavy shaving 
and eject it to the side and out of your way. A shoulder plane does 
not make a good substitute here because the throat is adjusted 
for very fine shavings and, in this case, what you want is thick 
shavings to get the stock removed quickly. 

A round rides on the side of the rabbet and is finished cutting 
when it reaches the bottom of the rabbet. A hollow rides on a 
chamfer and is finished when it removes the center of the chamfer. 

In addition to the hollows and rounds, a full set of molding 
planes will also have pairs of side rounds and snipes bills. The side 
rounds allow you to run a curve up to a shoulder, which a hollow 
or round won’t, and the snipes bills has a 90° radius for sticking 
the shoulder of a quirk bead or starting a shoulder for the rabbet 
plane to register against.

The rabbet plane 
is used to rough 

out the shape

A round rides on 
the side of the 

rabbet

A hollow rides 
on a chamfer

Why are snipes bill planes needed vs. just setting the 

profile in with a hollow? A hollow just won’t reach 

in some cases. Additionally, a hollow is designed to cut the 

circumference of a circle whereas a snipes bill is designed to cut 

both the circumference and the adjoining fillet. Do you need 

various sized snipes bills like you need various sized hollows? 

The answer is probably not, unless your work is very specific. 

You certainly will not need as many. I have never desired one 

larger or smaller than the standard size that I offer, which cuts a 

5/8˝ radius circle—M. S. Bickford

This past summer I took a class with Matt Bickford and had 
two days of hands on use with his molding planes. We made a 
number of different moldings and I came away confident that I 
could now use these tools. His blog is almost a how-to manual. 
Chris Schwarz’s Lost Art Press is bringing out a book entitled 
Mouldings in Practice by Bickford. The book will be a great 
addition but, I’d recommend the hands on guidance and fun of 
playing with his tuned planes first. This is a skill best learned from 
someone who knows what he is doing instead of from a book. 

Resources
Matt Bickford’s blog— 

www.musingsfrombigpink.blogspot.com

Book entitled Mouldings in Practice  

by Bickford in early 2012—blog.lostartpress.com

M.S. Bickford—www.msbickford.com

Old Street Tool—www.planemaker.com

 Videos from Old Street Tool or Lie Nielsen:

Molding Techniques: The Basics

Molding Techniques: Cornice Moldings

Making Traditional Side Escapement Planes

Sharpening Profiled Hand Tools
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At the last annual Guild meeting 
in September, I discussed several 

techniques for creating distinctive finishes. 
We examined burnishing and polishing 
options to make the grain stand out on 
both exotic and plain woods (Photo #1). 
This article extends that discussion to 
suggest ideas for dealing with troublesome 
woods and difficult coloring jobs. We will 
look at a few examples and concentrate on 
the preliminary staining and sealing steps. 

Staining Figured Maple—Photo 2-A shows 
figured maple with dye stain over raw wood 
on the left, and dye stain over shellac sealer 
on the right. The most frequent question 
I am asked is how to stain highly figured 
woods, like flame maple, without creating 
a severely mottled look. You may want 
to duplicate a warm brown tiger maple 
that you’ve admired in an older piece of 
furniture. The original piece was probably 
colored in a series of steps or what I call 
layering. Start with a thin coat of 11/2 
pound cut dewaxed shellac. Let it dry for 

3 to 4 hours and sand lightly. Apply a coat 
of water based dye stain nearest to the final 
color you want to achieve, but thin it just 
a bit to reduce the intensity. The piece 
can be sealed again with shellac, this time 
adding a little NGR stain to the mix to get 
closer to the final color. Topcoats of your 
desired finish can also be tinted just a little 
to adjust the color. 

Occasionally, a coat of pigmented 
wiping stain can be added to the 
preliminary work to even out the color, 
and it will not be muddy looking if applied 
over one of the shellac coats. The final coat 
will typically be clear without any added 
colorant. For those who wax their final 
coat, a tinted wax is another opportunity 
to adjust the color. 

 I have done recent experiments with 
substituting thinned water base finish 
for 11/2 pound cut shellac coats described 
above. The sealing component, water base 
finish, is the only change, but the sequence 
remains basically the same. Begin by 
sealing your figured wood with a coat of 

water base finish, thinned 50/50 with water. 
However, check with the manufacturer 
to see if your brand is suitable for strong 
dilution. Allow the sealer to dry about four 
hours before applying a water base dye 
stain. When dry, follow by another 50/50 
coat of water base finish that is slightly 
tinted to creep up to the intended color. To 
adjust the color and intensity, you can also 
add small amounts of water-soluble dye to 
topcoats of unthinned water base finish. 
The final coat for rubbing out will usually 
have no color added, and waxing remains 
the option for final, slight tinting.

There is a visual difference between 
the water base finish seal system and the 
shellac seal system, but both types seem to 
work well to limit the intake of dye and 
give control over blotching. Application 
of dye stain by spray, once practiced, can 
be done with good control, while wiping 
application needs to be thoroughly 
practiced to be quick and even. 

Taming the Grain

finishing basics by gary Wood

Photo 3—Finishing products
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Finishing Pine—Photo 2-B shows eastern 
pine with dye stain over raw wood on 
the left and dye stain over a bleached and 
shellac sealed surface on the right. Apart 
from natural aging, why does old pine 
have a subtle depth of color and why is it 
difficult to replicate the honey or pumpkin 
or even smoky brown look? It could be the 
difference between old growth and new 
growth pine and that quartersawing made 
for a more pleasing grain. Since most of 
us are faced with modern lumberyard pine, 
there is at least one technique to control 
a sometimes uneven, sometimes blotchy 
grain. 

Start by sanding your pine to 220 grit. 
Vacuum or tack rag all sanding dust and 
apply one coat of a two-part bleach and 
let it dry for the recommended time or 
longer. Neutralize the bleach according to 
instructions. If bleaching has raised pitch 
in very resinous pine, after neutralizing 
you can wipe the wood with denatured 
alcohol. Lightly sand with 400 grit paper 
or burnish the wood with burlap. Seal 
with 11/2 pound cut dewaxed shellac. This 
can be a clear or naturally colored shellac 
depending on the end result desired. 
Follow by applying a coat of water base 
dye stain, and a second sealer of dewaxed 
shellac. When durability is not a factor, 
tinted wax can be the topcoat to give a 
warm look to pine. Oil based finishes, 
applied in thin coats will give more 
protection without excessive build up. 

Staining Oak—Photo 2-C shows red oak 
with diluted dye stain on the left and dye 
stain with a shellac sealer and pigmented 
wiping stain on the right. Woods like oak 
and ash often don’t accept stain sufficiently 
in the open pores. Oil stains will work 
most successfully, but many of us like the 
clarity of water dye for the initial coloring. 
Begin by thinning your water dye stain 
to about half strength. Apply evenly and 
saturate the wood. Wiping off excess dye is 
usually too difficult with quick penetrating 
water stain. After drying, sand very lightly 
and apply a thin coat of sealer. Sand lightly 
again and, at this point, a pigmented 
wiping stain can be used. When you wipe 
off the excess, the solid pigments will 
lodge in the open pores and give an even 
colored effect. 

Staining Contrasting Woods—Photo 2-D 
shows mahogany and satinwood, 
chemically stained with sodium hydroxide, 
and finished with varnish. Veneers, string 
inlays, and marquetry can be a challenge 
when you want surrounding darker woods 
to have a deep color and the light woods 
to remain light. Fortunately, many woods 
like walnut and mahogany have natural 
tannin in them which will respond to 
certain chemicals and make the wood 
darker while leaving woods like boxwood, 
holly or satinwood a natural light color. 
Potassium dichromate, available at 
specialty finish suppliers, comes in crystals 
that are dissolved in water to make a 
chemical stain. 

I sometimes use sodium hydroxide 
(part A of the two-part wood bleach) to 
provide a darker color on tannin rich 
woods. Its drawback is that it needs to be 
carefully neutralized with vinegar and the 
deeper, darker color is sometimes too red 
on mahogany. Both potassium dichromate 
and sodium hydroxide must be used 
with great care to maintain safety when 
dissolving crystals, applying the solution 
and sanding after drying. Gloves, a mask 
and eye protection are a must. 

Photo # 3 shows various colorants 
and sealers used in a multi-step staining 
process. Your favorite or familiar brand, 

if not shown, needs only to be tested by 
you to assure success. All of the techniques 
described depend on practice and the 
proportions and finishing sequence can 
vary to suit individual tasks. With every 
job it is important to save your scrap 
wood and sand those scraps to the same 
level as your piece to be finished. It is 
time consuming, but you should take any 
test board through the entire sequence 
of staining and finishing steps, including 
the dry time necessary between each step. 
Layering, or gradually building a color in 
several steps is the key to achieving the 
final look you want. 

Photo 1—Stain samples

Photo 2—Finished woods
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David Lamb Canterbury, NH
Birch Fractal Demilune Table—mahogany, 

crotch/flame birch. 16˝ deep x 45˝ wide 

x 31˝ high. I have always been fascinated 

by heavy frost patterning, especially on 

old windows. The crystalline and feathery 

nature of it is beautiful and intriguing. 

Nature presents this patterning in many 

other ways—clouds, water eddies, ferns, 

feathers, etc. It struck home how much 

the feather pattern of birch crotch 

resembles frost. This table represents 

my first exploration in translating birch to 

frost, a challenging experience. I intend 

to continue exploring this unique and 

fascinating veneer work.

David Belser  
Penacook, NH
Holly Hollowform—8˝ high, 41/2” 

diameter. This piece is made from 

a chunk of a very knotty holly from 

the bottom of a small tree. I let it 

sit for years as just a stump. When I 

started experimenting with veneers, 

I put it on my bandsaw and sliced 

it into sections. I was fascinated 

by the way the sequential slices 

mapped the knots, cracks and 

voids of the wood, but it was 

unsuitable for what I had in mind 

and it sat for another year as a 

sectioned log before I hit on a style 

of construction that was appropriate. This is the first in this style and I’m 

pleased with the dynamic personality of it. Light, shadow and space 

create a visual texture that is constantly changing as you walk around.

I actually acquired this wood at the very first Guild general meeting that 

I went to, the day I joined the guild. Jon Siegel was the auctioneer—it 

was at Mike Dunbar’s Windsor Institute. I had no idea what I was going 

to make from the stuff and I let someone else buy the better pieces of 

Holly. Because I didn’t know what I was doing, I let it sit—which allowed 

the wood to turn from beautiful light holly to a gray color.

Bruce Wedlock North Reading, MA
Federal Demilune Table—This is my first 

Federal piece, made in a class with Phil Lowe. 

The primary wood is mahogany, the veneer is 

birds eye maple, the stringing is holly and the 

bellflowers are satinwood. Finish is wipe-on 

poly. I “subcontracted” the shaded fans and 

banding like the Seymours used to do. 


